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ANALYSIS OF SELECTED DEEP-SPACE MISSIONS 
Wm. S. West  
Goddard Space Flight Center 
and 
J. Michael L. Holman and Herbert W. Bilsky 
R CA Astro-ElectronicsDivision 
SECTION I 
BACKGROUND, INTRODUCTION, AND SUMMARY 
A. Background 
Since the early 1960's, personnel at Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) 
have been interested in deep-space missions to obtain information concerning 
the planets Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune, and Pluto, as well as information 
concerning the interplanetary medium. Studies have been performed to establish 
the feasibility of such missions and various reports were written by GSFC per­
sonnel and by others. 
For almost as long as these missions have been considered, the engineers, 
scientists, and managers at ,GSFC have realized the necessity for systems, in­
dependent of the Sun's energy, to meet the spacecraft electric power require­
ment. In general, GSFC studies have indicated that there is.a weight advantage' 
in using small nuclear power systems such as radioisotope fueled thermoelectric 
generators (RTG's) instead of presently available solar cells when missions go be­
yond 2.5 o r  3 AU. Further, there are technological and practical uncertainties in 
projecting use of solar arrays in a range starting beyond 3 to 5 AU* whereas the 
*Technical uncertainties involve practical design questions arising from the use of very large 
solar array areas, their survival through meteoroid belts, and their system performance when oper­
ating at the low temperature and low illumination levels anticipated. This topic i s  discussed in 
studies by Epstein, West, and Harris on advanced nuclear systems. 
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use of small nuclear power supplies is technically and practically feasible. How­
ever, the use of small nuclear systems, while feasible, nevertheless presents 
technical questions. An in-house GSFC study identified pertinent technological 
areas requiring study prior to the use of these nuclear generators on spacecraft 
designed for scientific deep-space missions. These areas were divided into the 
following numbered tasks: 
Referencerask Number Task Description - Title Document 
I Analysis of Selected Deep-Space Missions NASA TR R-372 
IIA 	 Subsystem Radiation Susceptibility Analysis NASA TR R-371 
of Deep-Space Missions 
IIB Spacecraft Charge Buildup Analysis NASA SP 276 
I11 	 Techniques for Achieving Magnetic NASA TR R-373 
Cleanliness 
IV Weight Minimization Analysis X-701-69 -174* 
V Spacecraft Analysis and Design X- 701-69 -175* 
VI Spacecraft Test Documentation X-701-69-176 * 
VIIA Planar RTG-Component Feasibility Study X- 701-69-1 77* 
VIIB Planar RTG-Spacecraft Feasibility Study X-701-69-178 * 
VIII RTG Interface Specification TM X63617 
Summary Report of NEW MOONS X-701-69 -190 * 
*Goddard Space F l ight  Center unpublished report. 
Prior to  conducting the NEW MOONS study, an analysis of the OSSA 1964 
and 1965 prospectuses was performed to determine which contemplated missions 
might require small nuclear power systems. Each prospectus indicated several 
(approximately 10 to 20) nuclear candidate missions. Initially, therefore, Task 
I was planned to focus more detailed engineering analysis to "confirm the ne­
cessity" for such nuclear power sources for  at least certain missions. The deep-
space missions appeared to be the most likely missions to require nuclear power; 
accordingly, Task I was limited to a consideration of out-of -the-ecliptic flights 
2 
and one- and two-planet flyby missions. A contract * was established for further 
study of these areas. This study was entitled NASA Evaluation With Models Of 
-Optimized Nuclear Spacecraft (NEW MOONS). Dur ing  the execution of the NEW 
MOONS technologystudy, GSFC was assigned the task of conducting a Phase A 
study covering a Galactic Jupiter Probe. These two study efforts, Galactic Jupiter 
Probe and NEW MOONS, were directed to provide the maximum practical benefit 
to each other. In general, the Galactic Jupiter Probe was considered as a !'base­
line spacecraft and mission'' or a "reference design" during the NEW MOONS 
technology study. On the other hand, the Galactic Jupiter Probe Study team made 
use of the technology and data as developed by the NEW MOONS Study in areas of 
missions analysis, shielding , aerospace nuclear safety, thermal and structural 
analysis, and other related areas. 
As  the NEW MOONS contract was being concluded, the scope of Galactic 
Jupiter Probe project was broadened and adopted the name Outer Planets Ex­
plorer (OPE). The OPE is considered for a generally more ambitious program 
than the original Galactic Jupiter Probe (GJP) in that the OPE is intended for a 
family of single- and multiple-planet missions. * * This was considered and en­
couraged during the NEW MOONS Task I and provides some of the basic data for 
the program expansion from the GJP to OPE concepts. Also, Task I of NEW 
MOONS emphasizes various aspects associated with missions out of the ecliptic 
plane. Further, in Task I, GSFC directed preliminary attention to an imaging 
system, and although G J P  did not provide for such a system, the OPE study 
presently includes such systems. An additional effort was added to NEW MOONS 
to define a stable platform to facilitate planetary imaging on a spin stabilized 
spacecraft. Similarly, additional work is being directed toward imaging con­
siderations at Saturn, Uranus, Neptune, and Pluto. 
The OPE, as presently visualized, encompasses spacecraft in the 1100- to 
1400-pound class, whereas the GJP "reference-design spacecraftf1for the NEW 
MOONS Study was  500 to 600 pounds. t This is a significant practical difference 
from a flight project viewpoint; however, the technology and techniques of NEW 
MOONS are generally applicable. Specific numeric values will be different when 
solutions a re  developed, but the techniques and rationale indicated in the NEW 
MOONS reports are applicable to the general problems of integrating and using 
small nuclear power systems on a scientific spacecraft designed for deep-space 
missions. 
*NASA Evaluation With Models Of Optimized Nuclear Spacecraft (NEW MOONS), Contract NAS 5­
10441, performed by RCA Astro-Electronics Division, Defense Electronic Products, Princeton, 
New Jersey. 
**See Appendix IV for A Strategy for Exploration of the Outer Planets using a 750- and a 1000­
pound c lass  spacecraft. 
?See a l so  Frontispieces A and B. 
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The NEW MOONS technology and techniques reported may have applicability 
or  some relevancy to additional space missions such as planetary landers and 
rovers as well as applications spacecraft that may in the future use nuclear 
systems. 
B. introduction 
The objective of Task I was to analyze several specific missions that would 
then be evaluated parametrically during the remaining NEW MOONS Program 
effort. The analysis included the following specific Model Missions, the first 
three of which were outlined at the inception of the study and the last of which 
was an outgrowth of the work performed in Task I: 
(I) Out-of-ecliptic Jupiter swingby, 1972 launch. 
(2) Out-of-ecliptic Jupiter swingby: 1974 launch. 
(3) 	 Grand Tour of the solar system, including multiple-planet swingby 
operations. 
(4)	Two-planet swingby, such as Earth-Jupiter-Saturn, Earth-Jupiter-
Uranus, Earth-Jupiter-Neptune. 
All of these missions were examined, in varying degrees of detail, using the 
Goddard Space Flight Center Phase A Galactic Jupiter Probe Study as a base­
line spacecraft concept and considering existing launch vehicles o r  variants 
thereof. 
Primary emphasis was directed toward the out-of -ecliptic Jupiter swingby 
missions because they provide a logical next step in increasing complexity over 
the baseline in-ecliptic missions, which was emphasized by GSFC in the Phase 
A Study. The out-of -ecliptic missions impose more severe guidance require­
ments than the in-ecliptic mission, but these can readily be accommodated within 
the basic GJP capabilities. A Jupiter swingby mode provides a latitude profile 
of scientific information for a lower expenditure of launch energy than a direct 
out-of-the-ecliptic launch from Earth. In addition, these missions would serve I 
as valuable precursors to the more ambitious multiple-planet swingbys which 
would follow. The technology developed and exercised for the out-of-ecliptic 
mission and the better information which would thereby be provided on the inter­
planetary and Jovian environment will increase the probability of successfully 
achieving the objectives of the later multiple-planet flights. 
The Grand Tour missions, consisting of sequential flybys of Jupiter, Saturn, 
Uranus, and Neptune impose severe guidance requirements which make systems 
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based on Earth-based tracking alone inappropriate. Communications, data 
handling, power, and lifetime requirements all appear formidable. These and 
other factors were examined in this study, and where deficiencies were found to 
exist they are identified as items requiring further study. The level of enhance­
ment required in several subsystem areas over the baseline G J P  capabilities 
would inevitably require considerable early investment to prepare for a launch 
in the 1977 or  1978 opportunities. 
As a result of the Grand Tour evaluation, consideration was subsequently 
given to two-planet swingbys, which emerged as logical extensions of the out­
of-ecliptic missions. Preliminary analysis indicated that Jupiter swingbys to 
Saturn, to Uranus, and to Neptune could be accomplished with minimum modifi­
cation and growth of the baseline GJP. Using Saturn as the first planet for swing-
bys to Uranus and Neptune extends the launch opportunities into the 1980's. Ex­
ploration of the outer planets can therefore proceed in an orderly manner using 
a spacecraft with gradually increasing capabilities which can evolve from the 
baseline GJP vehicle. 
Evaluation of the Model Missions included analysis of ballistic trajectory 
parameters including launch opportunities, required injection energies , and 
launch-vehicle capabilities. The scientific objectives of the out-of-ecliptic mis­
sions cover investigation of the physics of both interplanetary space and the 
planetary environment, including the measurement of particle radiation and 
magnetic fields in both environments and the temperature and pressure distribu­
tion within the planetary atmosphere. These objectives were evaluated in terms 
of a set of experiments that would be appropriate to the missions being consid­
ered and which can be supported by the GJP. Subsequent planetary flybys will 
have similar objectives but, in the case of the Grand Tour, possibly more lim­
ited capabilities. 
Based on the mission requirements and Scientific objectives , subsystem 
functional requirements were examined for the RTG power supply, both in terms 
of performance and impact on other subsystems and in the areas of attitude con­
trol, data handling, trajectory correction capability, thermal control, and com­
munications. The subsystem requirements were then compared to the baseline 
GJP capabilities, and conclusions on the suitability for the more advanced mis' 
sions are  presented. The Task I mission analysis also provided data to other 
tasks of the NEW MOONS Program, specifically, to Task II-A, Wubsystem Ra­
diation Susceptibility Analysisf1;Task II-B, "Spacecraft Charge Buildup Analysis11; 
Task IV,"Weight Minimization Analysis"; and Task VII-B , Wpacecraft-Planar 
RTG Feasibility. 
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C. Summary 
1. Mission Descriptions 
The out-of -the-ecliptic missions use the gravitational field of Jupiter to de­
flect the heliocentric orbit of the spacecraft significantly out of the ecliptic plane 
to provide a latitude profile of scientific measurements for comparison with the 
presently available in-ecliptic measurements. 
An overall view of an out-of-the-ecliptic trajectory is shown in Figure 1. 
The orbit of Earth defines the ecliptic plane (View A of Figure 1)with a Sun-
centered axis system such that X and Y lie in the ecliptic and Z normal to it. 
Jupiter's orbit lies close to the ecliptic, at an inclination of approximately 1 . 3 O .  
During its journey from Earth to the vicinity of Jupiter the probe also remains 
very close to the ecliptic as shown in View B of Figure 1. Tick marks at 100­
day intervals indicate the spacecraft's progress from Earth at launch (EL)to its 
encounter with Jupiter ( JE)  approximately 550 days later. It is evident that at 
encounter the communication distance to Earth (JE to EE) is near a minimum for 
such a transfer. If the spacecraft trajectory were not perturbed by Jupiter, the 
probe would cross Jupiter's orbit and continue indefinitely in its near-ecliptic 
elliptical orbit of the Sun. However, by carefully selecting the aiming point at 
Jupiter the spacecraft orbit can be deflected out of the ecliptic, as shown in View 
C of Figure 1 ,  so  that by 600 to 700 days from launch the probe reaches an ap­
preciable distance above the plane and continues to a maximum elevation of more 
than 1AU at approximately 1050 days from launch. Such trajectories satisfy 
most of the requirements for  out-of-ecliptic scientific observation and are much 
more economical in terms of launch energy than an orbit inclined at 90° to the 
ecliptic plane. 
The third mission, the Grand Tour, is defined to be a sequential flyby of the 
planets Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune at sufficiently small distance of 
closest approach to allow meaningful scientific observation of each of the planetary 
environments. * During the period 1976 to 1980, annual opportunities to perform 
such missions exist, at least in theory, and since these opportunities do not re­
cur until 2154 AD, there is considerable interest in examining their requirements 
at this time. 
The two-planet swingby, which was not one of the Model Missions set forth 
in the governing work statement, represents a less ambitious scheme than the 
Grand Tour, but a very logical follow-on to  the out-of-ecliptic missions. 
*For further definition of Grand Tour s e e  Section 11-C. At the time of th i s  writing interest  contin­
ues  in  the Grand Tour ( s e e  Ref. 1). 
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Secondary-target planets leading to missions such as Earth-Jupiter-Saturn, 
Earth-Jupiter-Uranus o r  Earth-Jupiter-Neptune were considered, though not 
to the level of detail of the out-of-ecliptic missions. Opportunities for  Jupiter 
swingby missions to the outer planets occur in the 1976 to 1980 period, with over­
all flight times of the order of 3 years to Saturn, 6 years to Uranus, and 9 years 
to Neptune. Saturn swingbys to Uranus and Neptune will be possible during the 
1980's. 
2. RTG Power Supply 
The selection of a power-supply system for a particular mission is based on 
the environment in which the probe is to operate, its operational lifetime; and 
the power level needed. Comparing various power sources at a lOO-watt(e) level 
for deep-space missions with lifetimes of three years o r  more, it has been shown 
(in a study by Epstein, West, and Harris on advanced nuclear systems) that 
neither batteries, fuel cells, nor reactors are competitive with conventional 
solar-cell systems o r  RTG sources. It has also been shown that the weight of 
a conventional N / P  silicon solar-cell system exceeds that of an RTG at a solar 
range of approximately 2.7 AU. For an ideal silicon solar-cell system, the 
crossover occurs at about 3 . 2  AU. Advanced thin-film solar-cell technology 
shows promise of matching the RTG weight to a range of 5 AU, but the array area 
needed at such ranges becomes very large, of the order of 400 ft2.  For missions 
to Jupiter at a mean solar distance of 5.2 AU and beyond, an RTG power system 
appears to be the most reasonable choice in the low-power range. 
3. Trajectory Analysis 
A trajectory analysis has been performed f o r  the three Model Missions and 
the subsystem requirements that were developed (and also projected to a two-
planet swingby) have been compared with the capabilities of the GJP concept. 
The basic GJP spacecraft, weighing between 550 and 600 pounds, can be 
launched by a SLVSC/Centaur/TE 364-4 launch vehicle on a fast, nominally 
550-day, flight to Jupiter during both the 1972 and 1974 launch opportunities. 
These trajectories lead to near-minimum communication ranges (6 X 10' km) 
at Jupiter encounter and approach velocities which are capable of yielding sig­
nificant post-encounter inclinations to the ecliptic (> 50" in 1972 and > 40" in 1974). 
A scientifically useful out-of-the-ecliptic mission should be capable of gathering 
data at a distance of approximately 1AU above the ecliptic plane in the vicinity 
of Earth's orbit, and this can be achieved at both launch opportunities. 
The effect of aiming-point variation at Jupiter has been investigated and 
suitable aiming zones identified such that 
(1) The spacecraft flies sufficiently close to the planet (8 to 10 planetary 
radii) t o  perform significant encounter measurements. 
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(2) The post-encounter trajectory reaches a distance of more than 1AU 
above the ecliptic plane in the neighborhood of Earth‘s orbit. 
(3) 	 The perihelion distance of the spacecraft is greater than 1AU during 
the post-encounter phase so  that the variation in solar input does not 
impose intolerable demands on the thermal-control system. 
Launch-injection errors  can be reduced by a single arbitrary-pointing mid-
course correction maneuver (AV < 100 m/sec) to a circle of radius 75,000 km (30) 
at Jupiter encounter, which is compatible with the aiming zones identified above. 
After encounter, the spacecraft climbs out of the ecliptic plane, reaching a maxi­
mum distance of 1.2 AU after 1050 days, subsequently spending about 200 days 
at more than 1AU above the plane. During this period of maximum scientific 
interest, the spacecraft-Earth distance is in the range of 2.5 to 3.3 AU, so that 
the communication capability is considerably higher than that available at Jupiter 
encounter (“800 bps). For the out-of-the-ecliptic missions, the spacecraft-Sun 
distance is a maximum at encounter so that the variation in solar input is con­
siderably less than that experienced in the baseline mission. 
A set of objectives for the Grand Tour Mission (Table 1)are discussed in­
volving closest approaches to Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and Nepfmne, of the order 
of 10  planetary radii, and the possibility of implementing such missions briefly 
examined. For reasonable values of launch energy, a 1976 flight requires a very 
severe deflection angle at Jupiter to reach Saturn, which can only be achieved by 
an  excessively close flyby. In 1980 the deflection at Jupiter is minimal and, 
correspondingly, the flyby distance very large. Between the opening and closing 
of this ser ies  of opportunities, intermediate flights in 1977,1978, and 1979 appear 
satisfactory with overall flight times of the order of 10 years to Neptune at a 
solar distance of approximately 30 AU. The guidance accuracy requirements 
for even a two-planet swingby are an order of magnitude more severe than those 
for an out-of -the-ecliptic mission, and the progressive accumulation of e r rors  
in sequential flybys requires additional analysis to demonstrate the feasibility 
of a Grand Tour. 
For the case of the two-planet swingby, for example, an Earth-Jupiter-
Saturn Mission, the spacecraft requirements are not greatly different from those 
for an out-of-the-ecliptic mission. The principal change required is again in 
the area of guidance. In addition to an arbitrary-pointing mid-course correction 
of up to 110 m/sec, applied within 10 days of launch, a second pre-encounter 
correction of up to 5 m/sec after about 100 days of Earth-based tracking is in­
dicated. The second correction reduces the aiming-point errors  at Jupiter to 
tracking residual and ephemeris errors,  approximately a 5000-km-radius circle 
about the nominal aiming point. If these errors  were allowed to propagate over 
the Jupiter to Saturn leg of the trajectory, the uncertainty in passage distance at 
Saturn would be some tens of planetary radii, which is hardly adequate for 
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Table 1 
Grand Tour Trajectory Objectives 
Earth- Jupiter interplanetary science 
Jupiter- Encounter science 
Jupit er-Saturn interplanetary science 
Saturn-Encounter science 
Saturn-Uranus interplanetary science 
Uranus- Encounter science 
Uranus- Neptune interplanetary science 
Neptune encounter 
l t o 5 A U  
5 to 10  R j  
5 to 9 AU 
< 1.2 o r  > 2.5 Rs 
9 to 18.5 AU 
2.5 to 5 Ru 
18.5 to 30 AU 
<10  Rn 
scientific investigation of the planetary environment. The spacecraft velocity 
error  at Jupiter departure could be determined from Earth-based tracking, and 
a post-encounter correction, of the order of 50 m/sec, should reduce the un­
certainty in Saturn fly-by distance to approximately one-half a planetary radius. 
This would allow an exterior ring passage of Saturn with a nominal passage dis­
tance of about 5 radii, sufficiently close to allow good scientific observation 
without endangering the spacecraft. The overall duration of such a mission 
from Earth launch to Saturn arrival would be from 3 to 4 years and the launch-
energy requirements in the Range of C3 = 90 to 120 km2/sec2, depending on 
year of launch. 
For a trailing edge swingby of Saturn, the probe continues in its hyperbolic 
orbit to cross the orbits of Uranus and Neptune, though the limited flyby accuracy 
at Saturn is not sufficient to obtain flybys of the outer planets. The communica­
tion capability of the basic GJP spacecraft has been designed with a 10 AU mis­
sion in mind. At Saturn encounter the 9-ft dish and 10-watt transmitter provide 
more than.100 bps into a 210-ft antenna at Earth, and 10 bps to beyond 20 AU. 
Generally then, the basic GJP capabilities with provision of approximately 
1.5 times the nominal midcourse AV capacity and an arbitrary pointing capability 
would be capable of performing an Earth-Jupiter-Saturn swingby. 
10 
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4. Assessment of Launch-Vehicle Capabilities 
The Atlas SLV3C/Centaur/TE 364-4 has in earlier paragraphs been identified 
as suitable for use for the out-of-ecliptic missions and is also appropriate to two-
planet swingbys using Jupiter assist. However, with the larger launch energy 
requirements of the later opportunities and to provide for an increase in space­
craft weight, the desirability for SLV3X first-stage booster is indicated.* The 
increased payload capabilities of the SLV3X or  Titan IIlD first-stage boosters 
permits the use of a final stage which is guided through injection in place of the 
spinning TE 364-4. The aiming-point error  ellipse at Jupiter corresponding to 
the SLV3X/Centaur/Burner II o r  the Titan IIlD/Centaur is much smaller than 
that due to the SLV3C/Centaur/TE 364-4. Work performed at GSFC since the 
completion of this study indieates that the injection errors are sufEiciently small 
to reduce the on-board trajectory-correction requirements to the order of 
30 m/sec, well within the capabilities of the basic G J P  spacecraft. 
Since the Titan IIID/Centaur is capable of supporting payloads in excess of 
1200 pounds for a characteristic velocity of 49,000 ft/sec, it becomes a likely 
candidate for the Grand Tour IVIission, which will probably require a much larger 
spacecraft than the baseline GJP. 
5. Scientific Objectives 
The scientific objectives of all four postulated missions are essentially 
similar. Interplanetary particle and field measurements wiU be made during 
the cruise phases of the missions to extend their spatial coverage and to attempt 
to define the limits of the organized solar wind. During planetary encounters, 
scientific investigations wil l  include measurements of the magnitude of magnetic 
fields and'the density of trapped radiation belts, as well as remote soundings of 
the planetary atmosphere and surface. A representative scientific payload has 
been chosen to exercise the spacecraft design in terms of power, size, and 
weight allocations and to generate a typical profile of scientific data. The ex­
periment list contains a sensitive magnetometer and high-energy particle de­
tectors; consequently, radiation and magnetic fields produced by the RTG impose 
constraints on spacecraft design in order to minimize the background noise. 
Because of the general interest in obtaining a close-up view of the planet, 
various imaging experiments were considered. A television camera-magnetic 
tape recorder system was selected which is capable of providing an order of 
magnitude improvement in surface resolution compared with Earth-based 
*See Section 111. Also s e e  Appendix I11 for discussion of the performance of alternate candidate 
launch vehicles.  See Section I11 for comments concerning availability of the SLV3X. 
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photography and which is compatible with the spacecraft's spin stabilization and 
nuclear power source. The weight and power requirements of this imaging sys­
tem, however, would severely restrict other desirable scientific measurements 
on a vehicle of the GJP class. 
6. Conclusions 
To conduct the wide range of deep-space missions studied in this Task, a 
power system independent of incident solar energy is a necessity. In the power 
range of 100 watts (e), RTG's are the most reasonable power source. 
Generally, it was found that the out-of -the-ecliptic mission requirements 
could be met by the GJP capabilities. In particular, the communication and 
thermal requirements are less severe than those of the 10-AU in-ecliptic mis­
sion. The principal change required in the baseline configuration is the pro­
vision of an alternative celestial reference system for closed-loop control of 
arbitrary pointing during the trajectory-correction maneuver and during cruise 
at a substantial angle out of the ecliptic plane. 
For  the Grand Tour Mission, the present GJP capabilities require consider­
able upgrading. Estimates of the extent and methods of achieving this increased 
capability in, for example, the communication, data-storage, and thermal-control 
subsystems are relatively straightforward. In some areas, however, such as 
trajectory correction and on-board guidance, it is presently difficult to define 
the requirements, due to uncertainty in planetary ephemerides and orbit-
determination accuracy. 
The potential of the GJP to perform two-planet (e.g. Earth-Jupiter-Saturn) 
swingbys during the 1976-80 launch opportunities is sufficiently encouraging to 
warrant more detailed analysis than was possible within the scope of the present 
study. It appears that the principal change required in the baseline configuration 
is the provision of an increased midcourse AV capacity and an arbitrary-pointing 
capability for the Earth-Jupiter-Saturn Mission, The use of the spacecraft may 
be extended to  cover such missions as Earth-Jupiter-Uranus and Earth-Jupiter-
Neptune flights in 1978-1982 and Earth-Saturn-Uranus o r  Earth-Saturn-Neptune 
flights through the 1980's. 
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SECTION, I I  

TRAJECTORY ANALYSIS 

A. Choice of Interplanetary Trajectories 
An overall view of Earth-Jupiter ballistic trajectory parameters for the 
1968-73 opportunities has been provided by Clarke (Ref. 2) and recently extended 
to the 1974-80 opportunities (Ref. 3). These data a re  obtained from a patched 
conic trajectory program, such as that described in Appendix I, where, at any 
instant, the spacecraft is regarded as being under the influence of a single at­
tracting body, in this case, Earth, the Sun, and Jupiter, in turn. 
The probe reaches the edge of Earth's sphere of influence (-144 Earth radii) 
approximately 1day after launch. It then flies essentially under the influence 
of the Sun alone until it reaches Jupiter's sphere of influence (-675 Jupiter radii) 
approximately 50 days before closest approach. Patching together the hyper­
bolic Earth-departure trajectory, the elliptical heliocentric phase, and the 
hyperbolic Jupiter-encounter phase gives a very good approximation to the actual 
trajectory. Key parameters of the Earth-departure phase ,the heliocentric-
transfer phase, and the Jupiter-arrival phase are plotted on an arrival-date 
versus launch-date grid. These charts enable the most appropriate group of 
trajectories for a mission to be selected from the complete range of possible 
trajectories. 
After a choice of trajectory has been made, the patched conic approximation 
can be replaced by an analysis which continually takes account of the influence 
of all solar-system bodies on the spacecraft orbit. During the present study, 
precision n-body trajectories were generated for the selected aiming zones at 
Jupiter, using a modified version of the ITEM program (Ref. 4). The modifi­
cations to the program are included as Appendix IC. Generally the n-body results 
confirmed the patched conic results with only minor modifications to the out-of­
the-ecliptic trajectory parameters.* The small differences were due primarily 
to the influence of the Sun during the 100 days which the spacecraft spends inside 
JupiterIs sphere of influence. 
Consider the launch-energy versus time-of-flight contours for 1972and 1974, 
shown in Figures 2 and 3, respectively. It can be seen that for both launch dates, 
*The first successful n-body computer runs were completed in July 1967 and indicated an accept­
able design for a trajectory covering a flight out of the ecliptic plane. Somewhat prior to this, 
sufficient patched conic computer runs were completed to give substantial confidence in the 
techniques employed. 
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minimum-energy trajectories, with C3 5 85 km2/ssc2,require flight times of 
approximately 2 years. In addition to the adverse effect on reliability of such 
long flight times, they also lead to maximum Earth-to-spacecraft communication 
distance at encounter. 
Shorter flight times, of course, imply higher launch energies and conse­
quently lower spacecraft weight for a given launch vehicle. For a spacecraft 
of the G J P  class, with a weight budget of 550 to 600pomds, Earth-to-Jupiter trans­
fers in the range of 500 to 600 days are  achievable with variants of the Atlas-
Centaur-Kick launch vehicles as discussed in Section III of this report. These 
shorter flight times lead to near-minimum communication distance at encounter 
(6 x l o8  km compared to 9 x lo8  km) and generally lead to Jupiter-approach 
parameters that are consistent with the post-encounter objectives of the model 
missions. In particular, the hyperbolic exceed speed (Vh,) of the Jupiter-
approach hyperbola is in the range of 10 to 1 2  km/sec compared with --? km/sec 
for the slow trajectories, as shown in Figures 4 and 5. It is the approach 
velocity, together with the impact parameter B,  that controls the hyperbolic 
flyby of the planet and the post-encounter heliocentric phase of the trajectory. 
High approach speeds are  required to achieve significant post-encounter in­
clination to the ecliptic, whereas the low approach speeds a re  more appropriate 
to establishing planetary orbits. 
The angle between the approach asymptote and the Jupiter-Sun line (5,)  is 
typically of the order of 150" for the fast transfers, compared with 120" for the 
slow transfers, as shown in Figures 6 and 7, so that a better view of the sunlit 
face of the planet is given during approach on a fast trajectory. 
The declination of the launch asymptotes @LA) for the 500- to  600-day 
trajectories for both 1972 and 1974 lie in the range -20" to -30", as shown in 
Figures 8 and 9. This range is within the limits of -33.5" 5 DLA 5 12", estab­
lished in Reference 5 for l-hour launch windows, 70" to 108" launch azimuth 
limits, and 25-minute Centaur coast between first and second burns. In addition, 
the spacecraft latitude during the first few days after launch is suitable for 
accurate trajectory determination from Earth-tracking data. 
In summary, the most suitable interplanetary trajectories are those with 
flight times to Jupiter in the range of 500 to 600 days since they (1)are the 
fastest that can be achieved using the baseline launch vehicle, (2) lead to the 
most desirable Jupiter-encounter parameters, and (3) conform to launch-
geometry constraints. 
A more detailed view of the launch-energy requirements for such Earth-
Jupiter transfers in the 1972 and 1974 opportunities are shown in Figures 10 and 
11,respectively. These show similar Earth departure speeds (v: = C,) for the 
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two opportunities ; for example, the single-opportunity minimum required for 
540-day trajectories at either opportunity is -9.85 km/sec (C3 -97 km2/sec2). 
However, Jupiter-approach asymptotic speeds are consistently lower in 1974 
than for  the same flight durations in 1972;for example, vhp = 10.48 km/sec 
compared with 11.43 km/sec for the 540-day, minimum-energy launch dates. 
The post-encounter inclinations which can be achieved are closely related to 
the approach speeds. The maximum inclination for 550-day trajectories is 
approximately 55" in 1972 and 48" in 1974. 
Precision n-body trajectories have been generated for 550-day Earth-
Jupiter flight times with launch dates March 6, 1972 (Julian Day 244 1383.0) 
and May 20, 1974 (Julian Day244 2188.0). Both dates are within suitable 20­
launch intervals such that the preferred launch vehicle, Atlas SLV3C /Centaur 
70/TE 364-4, is capable of injecting the 550-pound G J P  into the desired trajectory. 
B. Jupiter-Centered and Post-Encounter Trajectories 
When the spacecraft is within about one-third of an AU of Jupiter, its 
trajectory within the so-called sphere of influence is accurately represented by 
the two-body equations appropriate to the initial, or  entry, conditions with 
Jupiter as the sole central attracting body. The radius of the sphere of influence 
is given by 
where 
m y  is mass of Jupiter, 
m, is mass of t h e  Sun, and 
R,, is mean distance of Jupiter from the Sun. 
The Jupiter approach velocity, that is ,  the velocity of the spacecraft with 
respect to Jupiter at entry into Jupiter's sphere of influence, is given by 
- ­v i  - v l - v ,
P 
where TI is the spacecraft velocity with respect to the Sun and Vp is the planet's 
velocity. The magnitude, v i  , is essentially the asymptotic approach speed, 
20 
vhp ' of Figures 10 and 11. Having specified a launch date and a time of flight 
for the heliocentric trajectory from Earth to Jupiter, VI is fixed and hence so 
is the approach velocity, Vi. Since the radius of the sphere of influence is also 
fixed, only two components of the state vector at the spacecraft's entry into 
Jupiter's sphere of influence remain to be specified. Commonly, this is done by 
means of an impact parameter B, which is a vector from the center of the planet 
normal to the incoming asymptote of the Jupiter-centered approach hyperbola, 
as shown in Figure 12. The compoFents of the impact parameter in a plane 
normal to the incoming asymptote S then completely specify the initial con­
c. c . ­ 
ditions. Taking reference axes ? and i? in this  plane, where ? lies in the 
ecliptic plane and R = S x Tn,the impact parameter is specified in terms of its 
components E - ? and B R. 
A parametric analysis of the Jupiter-centered hyperbolic trajectories has 
been carried out for a r m g e  of asymptotic approach speeds appropriate to 500­
to 600-day Earth-Jupiter trajectories. Values of the semi-major axis -a, the 
, 
A 
S U N  R 
Figure 12. Entry into Jupiter's Sphere of Influence 
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eccentricity 2, and the asymptote deflection angle y depend only on the magni­
tudes of vhp and B. To illustrate the effect of Jupiter's gravitational field, the 
radius of closest approach to the planet, rp, and the asymptote deflection angle, 
y ,  a re  plotted against B for approach speeds in the range of 10 to 12 km/sec in 
Figures 13 and 14, respectively. The critical values of which lead to plane­
tary impact lie between 6.6 and 5.2 Jupiter radii (Rj )  for the same range of 
approach speeds. 
At exit from Jupiter's sphere of influence, the spacecraft velocity with 
respect to the Sun is given by 
- - --I
v2 - v2 + v
P' (3) 

where i7' is the spacecraft's velocity with respect to Jupiter at exit from Jupiter's 
sphere of influence. Inside Jupiter's sphere of influence energy is conserved 
so that 
v; = v; 2 VhP . (4) 
If the spacecraft velocity with respect to the Sun at exit from Jupiter's sphereA 
- -of influence is written as v2 - v2 j , then it can be shown that (Ref. 6) 
-
v2 -
Thus, if the asymptotic approach speed v exceeds the planet's speed vP, the 
hpdirection of the post-encounter velocity, J , can be chosen arbitrarily. That is, 
the post-encounter heliocentric velocity can be pointed in any desired direction 
- such a s  towards the Sun or  normal to the ecliptic plane. If the approach 
speed is less than the planet's speed, however, the direction of the post-
encounter velocity is restricted by the relationship 
o r ,  if the angle between the planet's velocity and the spacecraft's heliocentric 
velocity is denoted by a ,  then 
vh Psin a < - .
V
P 
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0 
The spacecraft's velocity is then restricted to a double cone of semi-angle a 
with the planet's velocity a s  axis. 
For 550-day trajectories in 1972, the approach speed is 11.14 km/sec and 
the planet's speed 13.37 km/sec, leading to a maximum post-encounter incli­
nation to the ecliptic of 56.4'. In 1974 the comparable speeds a re  10.20 and 13.7 
km/sec for a maximum inclination of 48.1". To achieve an approach speed equal 
to the planet's speed in order to obtain a post-encounter inclination of 90" to the 
ecliptic requires an injection energy C, 2: 130 km2/sec2,which is beyond the 
capabilities of the Atlas/Centaur/TE 364-4 launch vehicle with the baseline G J P  
spacecraft. Fortunately, the scientific objectives of an out-of-the-ecliptic 
mission do not require an inclination of 90" but can be met by a trajectory which 
reaches a distance of approximately 1AU above the ecliptic plane in the neigh­
borhood of Earth's orbit. By a judicious selection of the aiming point at Jupiter, 
the post-encounter characteristics can be tailored to meet these requirements. 
A s  the aiming point is moved in the T-R plane the parameters of both the 
flyby hyperbola and the post-encounter heliocentric orbit are changed corre­
spondingly. Contours of the parameters of interest when plotted on the T-R plane 
provide a means of selecting an aiming point which simultaneously satisfies 
several desirable criteria. Such a selection is illustrated in the three views of 
Figure 15 with numerical values which approximate the 1974, 550-day mission. 
The scale of the figure is indicated in millions of kilometers on the T and R 
axes of view A ,  and the solid circle at the origin represents the actual size of 
Jupiter (Rj = 71,400 lan). The strong focussing effect of Jupiter's gravitational 
field is illustrated by the circular contours of closest approach labelled r = 1, 
4,8, 10 R . These show that for an aiming point approximately 6 Jupiter radii 
from the planet (B = .42 x lo6 km) the probe wi l l  be pulled into a grazing 
distance of closest approach. Earth-based measurements of Jupiter's radio 
emissions in the decimetric range have been interpreted (Ref. 7) a s  being due to 
synchrotron radiation in an electron belt with a peak density of lo7 electrons/ 
cm2-sec at 3 R j. To allow meaningful measurements to be made of the planetary 
environment without subjecting the spacecraft to possible damaging levels of 
particle flux,a radius of closest approach between 8 and 10  R j  is appropriate-
that i s ,  aiming points should be selected between the outermost circles shown 
in view A. 
The inclination of the post-encounter trajectory to the ecliptic plane is the 
second parameter considered in view B of these figures, and contours of i = loo, 
20°, 30°, and 40° are  shown. Since the objective of these missions is to reach 
large distances out of the ecliptic plane, aiming points yielding inclinations of 
40°, o r  more, are  obviously appropriate. In conjunction with the requirement 
for closest approach between 8 and 10 R, , the post-encounter inclination require­
ment provides a reasonable delineation of aiming point. 
24 
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Figure 15. Aiming Point Selection Criteria (1974) 
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A further parameter which can be used to localize the most appropriate 
aiming point is the perihelion distance of the post-encounter trajectory as shown 
in view C. The baseline spacecraft concept has been developed with a thermal 
control system designed to operate in the range from 1to 10 AU. Preferably 
then, the out-of-the-ecliptic mission should not approach much closer to the Sun 
than 1AU to keep the variation in solar input within tolerable bounds. The 2-AU 
perihelion contour is not a firm boundary, but it reflects a desire to minimize 
the time taken to reach the region of maximum' scientific interest. 
Taken together these three parameters-the distance of closest approach to 
Jupiter, the post-encounter inclination , and the post-encounter perihelion dis­
tances-isolate two small regions of the T-R plane which satisfy all three criteria 
for an out-of-the-ecliptic mission. These hatched regions of view C are then the 
A 
prime target areas for out-of-the-ecliptic trajectories. The positive R region is 
preferred since it produces a north-going pass out of the ecliptic plane which 
improves the spacecraft communication with Northern Hemisphere ground sta­
tions, such as Rosman, during the period of maximum scientific interest. 
For  other missions, such as a deep-space probe or  a solar probe, different 
parameters appropriate to the mission objective would be used to select the 
desired aiming points. For the deep-space probe, for example, contours of the 
flight time to 1 0  AU would be an appropriate parameter, and the desire for a 
minimum flight time provides one criterion for selecting the aiming point. 
Composite contour plots for the 1972 and 1974 out-of-ecliptic missions using 
550-day Earth-Jupiter trajectories are shown in greater detail in Figure 16 (A) 
and (B), respectively. 
Published figures for launch vehicle injection errors  (Ref. 8) lead to lo 
aiming point errors  of approximately 
B T 2 2 1 . 2 5  x lo6 km and B * R 2 2 0 . 2 8  x lo6 km 
for  500- to 600-day Earth-Jupiter trajectories (Ref. 5). A 30 er ror  ellipse 
would therefore cover the post-encounter contours of Figure 16. A single mid-
course correction applied along the spacecraft-Earth line between 10 and 20 
days after launch can reduce the in-plane component of miss, B * T, to 25,000 
km but leaves the out-of-plane component essentially unchanged. The magnitude 
of the midcourse correction is less than 100 m/sec for the assumed 3c launch 
er rors  and an Earth-line correction in 1972 and 1974. A Sun-line correction is 
more economical in reducing the in-plane miss ("80 m/sec) and is less subject 
to annual variation. 
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Figure 16. Post-Encounter Contour for 550-Day Flight 
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For  an in-the-ecliptic mission, the aiming-point requirement to gain a 
large amount of heliocentric energy and make a quick flight to 10 AU is rel­
atively coarse: and there is no necessity to correct the out-of-plane launch 
injection error.  For an out-of-the-ecliptic mission, however, the required 
aiming zones (shaded zones of Figure 16) are sufficiently small to require cor­
rection of both in-plane and out-of-plane errors.  An arbitrary pointing (opti­
mum) midcourse correction of approximately 100 m/sec can reduce both com­
ponents of the miss to “25,000 b. A 3 u  er ror  contour would then be 
approximately the size of Jupiter and would be quite adequate for the present 
out-of-the-ecliptic mission requirements. 
The 25,000-km er rors  remaining after midcourse correction are due 
primarily to inaccuracies in  predicting thrust level, duration of the burn, and 
direction of the burn. A second midcourse correction applied approximately 
100 days after launch with a A V 2 5 m/sec could reduce the impact parameter 
e r rors  to -5000 km. This residual e r ror  is due essentially to orbit determi­
nation errors ,  the principal components of which are (1)ephemeris e r rors ,  
(2) the AU-to-km conversion e r ror ,  and (3) tracking errors .  
For missions involving a second planet or multiple planets , a second 
midcourse correction would be advisable as discussed in Section C-2. 
Precision n-body trajectories, with nominal flight times of 550 days, show 
substantial agreement with the post-encounter inclination contours of Figure 16. 
Such trajectories enter Jupiter’s sphere of influence approximately 500 days 
after launch and spend nearly 100 days there. During this 100-day period of 
time, the orbital elements of the Jupiter-centered hyperbola change slowly under 
the influence of the Sun. The changes are not sufficient to be a problem during 
early mission planning of either the in-the-ecliptic o r  out-of-the-ecliptic G J P  
missions. However, they would need to be taken into account for operational 
trajectory planning and would be quite significant for detailed multiple-planet 
swingby analysis. 
Two views of a typical out-of-the ecliptic trajectory in the neighborhood of 
Jupiter are provided by Figure 17 (A) and (B). In the first ,  both planet and 
spacecraft are  shown moving with their proper motion with respect to the Sun. 
The position of Jupiter is shown at approximately 6-hour intervals from 1 
day prior to closest approach to  1day after. The corresponding positions of 
the spacecraft are given by its plan position in the orbital plane of Jupiter to­
gether with its altitude above ( + ) o r  below ( - ) the plane indicated in units of 
Jupiter radii. From this illustration it can be seen that Jupiter threads the eye 
of the needle formed by the spacecraft’s looping trajectory. The position of the 
Sun is shown by the light and dark hemispheres of the planet ~ which also indicates 
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A. Proiection of spacecraft flyby trajectory onto Jupiter's orbital plane. 
B. Jupiter flyby trajectory 
Figure 17. Typical Out-of-Ecliptic Trajectory; Jupiter Encounter Phase 
(1974 out-of-the-ecl ipti c mission) 
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the scale of the figure. A more conventional view of the flyby maneuver is 
obtained by imagining Jupiter to be at rest ,  that is, by viewing the flyby from the 
position of an observer on the planet. The resulting hyperbolic spacecraft 
t ra jecbry is shown in Figure 17 (B). Closest approach to the planet on this 
nominally 550-day transfer occurs 549 days 14 hours after departure from Earth 
at a distance of 8.36 Jupiter radii. The spacecraft spends approximately 3 
days within 30 R j  and 10  hours within 10  R j  of the planet. Since Jupiter's 
magnetic field is expected to extend to a distance of approximately 40 R, towards 
the Sun, an extended period of scientific observation is provided within the region 
of space dominated by the planet. A third view of the encounter sequence is 
provided in Figure 18, which shows the projection of the spacecraft's position on 
the surface of the planet. This shows the latitude coverage of the planet and, 
since the planet performs a complete rotation in a little less than 10 hours, in­
dicates that repetitive longitudinal coverage is available. 
The particular trajectory. considered here has a post-encounter inclination 
of 40.4" to the ecliptic plane, and the spacecraft reaches a maximum altitude 
above the plane of -1.2 AU approximately 1100 days after launch. A time-history 
of the spacecraft's distance from the ecliptic plane is shown in Figure 19 together 
with its distance from Earth and the Sun. It can be seen that during the Earth-
Jupiter phase of the mission the spacecraft barely leaves the ecliptic (the trans­
fer orbit inclination is -1.3"), but after encounter it climbs significantly out of 
the plane reaching 1AU about 950 days from launch and remaining above 1AU 
for more than 200 days. The spacecraft-Earth distance is close to a minimum 
at Jupiter encounter, with a communication range of -4.2 AU. When the space­
craft reaches 1AU above the ecliptic its communication range is again near a 
minimum, -2.6 AU, and during this period of maximum scientific interest never 
exceeds 3.3 AU. Using an 85-ft ground-based receiving antenna, the com­
munication capability of the G J P  is approximately 100 bits per second at this 
distance which should be entirely adequate for the out-of-ecliptic science. The 
spacecraft-Sun distance is greatest at encounter (4.95 AU) and falls to a mini­
mum of 1.1AU shortly before the spacecraft cuts through the ecliptic plane at 
its descending node. The variation in insolation due to the solar-distance range 
of 1to 5 AU is less severe than the 1to 10 AU range appropriate to the baseline 
G J P  mission. Although the spacecraft remains within 5 AU of the Sun, it spends 
approximately 800 days beyond 3 AU, at which range RTG power-supply systems 
are  demonstrably lighter than solar-cell systems. The solar incidence angle is 
illustrated in Figure 20. Except for the first few days after launch the Sun re­
mains within 25" of the vehicle-Earth axis so that no problem arises from the 
Sun illuminating the thermal-control louvres. 
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C. Multiple-Planet Swingbys 
Jupiter swingbys to the outer planets Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune have 
been investigated (Refs. 9 and 10),and a multiple-planet swingby (of each of 
these planets in succession), the so-called Grand Tour (Refs. 11and 12). These 
investigations were of a preliminary nature, considering principally the launch 
opportunities, t r ip  times , and energy requirements , and generally avoided the 
problems of guidance requirements, reliability, communications , and payload. 
For the most part the referenced studies were concerned with establishing the 
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Figure 20. Earth-Vehicle Sun Angle for Out-of-the-Ecliptic Missions 
advantage of the Jupiter swingby as opposed to direct missions from Earth to the 
planets in question. Without exception the referenced study analysis w a s  based 
on patched conic, o r  two-body , approximations. 
1. The Grand Tour 
For the purpose of this study, the Grand Tour is defined as a sequential 
flyby of the planets Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus , and Neptune at a sufficiently small 
distance of closest approach for each case to permit scientific observation of 
all four planetary environments. A typical set of mission objectives is sum­
marized in Table 1. During each of the planetary encounters, attempts would be 
made to (1)measure the planetary magnetic field and determine its interaction 
with the solar wind, (2) detect the presence of trapped pa-iticle belts and measure 
their concentrations , (3) measure the composition and physical properties of the 
planetary atmosphere , and (4) make remote measurements of the planetary 
surface. The interplanetary measurements to be made during each of the inter­
vening heliocentric legs of the trajectory would be basically similar to those 
made during the baseline G J P  mission. 
The closest approach at Jupiter ,noted in Table 1,is set by the values of the 
expected environment ,to ensure good measurement capability without endangering 
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DEC 1980, 
the spacecraft. At Saturn, the closest approach should be less than 1.2 planetary 
radii o r  greater than 2.3 radii in order to avoid passing through Saturn's rings. 
Estimates of the particle density in t h i s  region (Ref. 11)show that an attempt to 
fly through the rings would almost certainly be catastrophic. The guidance re­
quirement to pass between the planetary disc and the innermost edge of the ring 
is extremely severe so that for early missions, at least, passage exterior to the 
outer ring is preferred. The closest approach at Uranus is set principally by 
the requirement for a fast flight on the final heliocentric leg of the trajectory 
rather than any Earth-based prediction of the anticipated environment. Finally, 
a closest approach to Neptune of the order of 10 planetary radii is a rather 
arbitrary but attractive goal. 
Annual opportunities for the Grand Tour mission occur during the years 
1975 through 1980, due to the favorable geometrical relationship of the outer 
planets, illustrated in Figure 21. This series of opportunities wi l l  not recur for 
179 years, being principally set by the synodic period of 174 years between 
Uranus and Neptune. In Figure 21, the July 1976 launch and the December 1980 
launch are used to illustrate the opening and closing of the approaching set of 
opportunities. The 1976 launch shows the very large deflection of the trajectory 
that would be required at Jupiter in order to aim for Saturn. In earlier years a 
suitable deflection is not realizable. The series of opportunities ends in 1980 
when the deflection of the trajectory at Jupiter is minimal, indicating a large 
passage distance and consequently very little gain in  heliocentric velocity during 
the Jupiter swingby. After 1980, Jupiter wi l l  move ahead of the outer planets 
and the Grand Tour wi l l  be no longer possible. Figures 22 and 23 graphically 
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Figure 21. Planetary Geometries for the Opening and Closing of the Grand Tour Opportunities 
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depict the orbits of the planets Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune and Pluto for 
the years 1972 through 1999 and identify the planet position as of January 1of 
the year noted. [For the angular coordinate the reference zero point, by con­
vention, is taken as the first point of Aries ('I?).]While the geometric opportuni­
ties exist for the Grand Tour Mission during the 1975-1980 period, other con­
siderations such as flight time, launch energy requirements , and planetary 
passage distance impose practical limitations on the mission planners in terms 
of actual opportunities. 
During the years 1977 through 1979 satisfactory missions broadly meeting 
the objectives laid out in Table 1appear possible. An analysis of such flights 
has been provided by Silver (Ref. 11);the parameters associated with three ex­
ample launch dates are summarized in Table 2. 
The September 1977 flight has a launch energy requirement of 91.5 km2/ 
sec2, less than the GJP missions described in Section IIA, but with a corre­
spondingly long flight time to Jupiter of 670 days. The passage distance at 
Jupiter is 8.5 R j  , which is similar to the out-of-the-ecliptic missions previously 
Table 2 

Grand Tour Missions 

Parameter ~ ~~ 
Launch Date 
September 1977 October 1978 
Launch energy C ,  91.5 102-4 
Jupiter arrival July 1979 May 1980 
Closest approach 8.5 R j  2 1  R j  
Saturn arrival July 1981 February 1982 
C10sest approach 2.3 R, 2.3 R, 
Uranus arrival October 1985 February 1986 
Closest approach 4 Ru 4.5 R, 
Neptune arrival March 1989 July 1989 
Total flight time 11.6 years 10.8 years 
November 1979 
120.9 
March 1981 
70 Rj 
December 1982 
2.3 R, 
December 1986 
5.5 Ru 
July 1990 
10.7 years 
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1972 Through 1986 

Figure 22. Orbits of the Outer Planets 
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! 
1986 Through 1999 

Figure 23. Orbits of the Outer Planets 
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described, but in this case the trajectory is a trailing-edge flyby of the planet, 
leading to a large increase in heliocentric energy (so that  the probe exceeds 
solar escape velocity) and a 2-year flight from Jupiter to Saturn. A close 
exterior-ring passage at Saturn yields a 4-year flight to Uranus with a closest 
approach of 4 planetary radii. The final objective, Neptune, is reached in 
March 1989, some 11.6 years after leaving Earth. 
The October 1978 flight is similar in outline, although the launch-energy 
requirement has risen to a level slightly above that of the out-of-ecliptic mis­
sions. This is indicative of the more distant flyby of Jupiter and the  corre­
spondingly lower energy increase which the probe acquires during the swingby. 
The overall mission duration is reduced to 10.8 years. 
For the 1979 mission, the launch-energy requirement is considerably higher 
(120.9 km2/sec2),which indicates the very small effect which Jupiter is exerting 
on the trajectory, so that essentially all the energy for the Earth-Saturn flight 
must be provided by the booster. Even assuming no increase in spacecraft 
weight from the basic G J P  spacecraft (which is unlikely from other considera­
tions) the increase in launch energy requirements exceeds the capability of even 
the  Titan IIID/Centaur launch vehicle. 
2. Guidance Accuracy Considerations 
An estimate of the  guidance accuracy requirements at Jupiter for a secondary 
target planet can be obtained from a simplified analysis of the  hyperbolic flyby 
illustrated in Figure 24. It is easy to show that  the departure asymptote angle y 
is related to the impact parameter by 
where 
a is the semi-major axis and 
e is the  eccentricity of the  hyperbola. 
For values of vhp 2 10  to 11km/sec, corresponding to 550-day Earth-
Jupiter transfers (Figures 1 0  and l l ) ,  and a magnitude of the impact parameter 
B 2 20 R (Figure 14), e r rors  in the deflection angle y (75" to 85" in t h i s  case) 
and the out-of-Qlane component due to the clock-angle error  YJ(v= angle 
between and T; near zero in th is  case) are given by 
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and 
The launch-injection e r rors  lead to (la)er rors  in the impact parameter at 
Jupiter of AB T = 1,250,000 km and A B  R = 228,000 km, as indicated in Line 
1of Table 3. These e r rors  were seen to be intolerable even for the baseline 
G J P  deep-space mission o r  the out-of-ecliptic mission described in Section IIB. 
If the spacecraft is tracked from Earth during its first few days of flight and its 
actual orbit computed, a single midcourse correction of magnitude AV 5 100 m/ 
see can be applied along the spacecraft-Earth line which wi l l  reduce the in-plane 
component to 25,000 km while leaving the out-of-plane component essentially 
unchanged. This approach, shown in Line 2 of Table 3 ,  is sufficient for the 
baseline GJP mission but is not adequate to perform an out-of-the-ecliptic mis­
sion. If the spin axis of the spacecraft is moved from its Earth-pointing orien­
tation to the optimum direction in space, then a AV 5 100 m/sec can reduce 
both components of the miss to the order of 25,000 km (Line 3 ,  Table 3). This 
accuracy was previously seen to be appropriate to the out-of-the-ecliptic mis­
sion guidance requirements. Applying these same er rors  (Line 3,  Table 3) to 
v7 
Figure 24. Jupi te r  - Centered Hyperbola 
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Table 3 
Summary of Trajectory Correction Requirements 
Pre- Jupiter- Jupiter Er rors  Post- Jupiter- SaturnEncounter Correction Encounter 
Applicable Mission ne * Correction 
Errors  
(degrees) ( R s )  
Earth Arbi- Arbi-
Line t rary trary 
1. (Launch) O t  - 0 1.25 x lo6 ,288 x lo6 ­
2. 	Baseline G J P  (Deep-
Space In-ecliptic) 100 - 0 25,000 .288 x l o 6  ­
3. Out-of-Ecliptic - 100 0 25,000 25,000 1" 
4. G J P  with Arbitrary 
Pointing 
1pre- & lpost-en­
counter correction - 100 0 25,000 25,000 1" 230 2 
5. G J P  with Arbitrary 
Pointing 
2 pre-encounter 
corrections - 100 5 5,000 5,000 0.2" 0 40 
6. Two-Planet Swingby - 100 5 5,000 5,000 0.2" 46 0 $5 
*Error  in direction of departure velocity at Jupiter 
t A T L A S / C E N T A U R / T E  364-4 injection errors 
the multiple-planet swingby mission, it can be seen that for a nominal value of 
B 2 1.5 x l o 6  kmthe e r rors  in the departure asymptote angles y and CP are 
nearly 1". If these pointing e r rors  were allowed to propagate along the Jupiter­
to-Saturn heliocentric phase of the swingby, they would lead to impact-parameter 
e r rors  of approximately 1.25 x l o 7  km, i.e., 200 Saturn radii (Rs).Saturn's 
sphere of influence has a radius of approximately 5.5 x l o 7  km, therefore, such 
a trajectory would be expected to pierce i t ,  but the e r rors  are clearly intolerable 
for all but the most elementary mission objectives. If e r rors  in the Jupiter de­
parture velocity of this magnitude were determined from Earth-based tracking 
and a post-encounter midcourse correction applied to null them, its magnitude 
would be AV 5 230 m/sec (Line 4,Table 3). Inaccuracies in applying the desired 
AV would lead to impact-parameter e r rors  of the order of 2 R ,, which would 
dominate the orbit determination residuals of approximately 10,000 km. 
If a second pre-Jupiter-encounter correction were applied about 100 days 
after launch (AV- 5 m/sec, Line 5 of Table 3): the uncertainty in the Jupiter im­
pact parameter could be reduced to essentially the orbit-determination e r rors  
of 5000 km. The corresponding Jupiter-departure velocity e r rors  would be pro­
portionately reduced (Ay = A@ = 0 . 2 O )  and, i f  allowed to propagate along the 
Jupiter-Saturn path, would give rise to Saturn impact parameter e r rors  of "40 
R,. This could provide a relatively simple two-planet swingby mission with no 
requirement for the spacecraft to assume an arbitrary orientation while at a 
large distance from Earth to perform a post-Jupiter-encounter trajectory cor­
rection, and with a total A V  capability very similar to GJP.  If the post-encounter 
trajectory is determined from Earth-based observation and a correction applied 
for velocity e r ro r s  of the calculated magnitude, then AV would be approximately 
46 m/sec. The residual e r rors  due to inaccuracy in the midcourse correction 
and tracking uncertainty would be approximately 0.5 R, (Line 6,  Table 3). This 
is sufficiently accurate to allow meaningful scientific observations to be made of 
the planet, but would not allow for an interior-ring passage at Saturn. The 0.5 
R,  accuracy at Saturn encounter is much too coarse to provide a controlled close 
flyby of either Uranus o r  Neptune. Additional midcourse corrections or ,  pref­
erably, planetary-approach guidance, would be required to perform the Grand 
Tour mission defined here. A useful, though less ambitious, two-planet swingby 
appears to be more appropriate extension of the baseline G J P  mission capabilities. 
3. Two-Planet Swingby 
The Grand Tour mission described in Section C-1 provides an opportynity 
to visit all four of the outer planets using a single spacecraft and launch vehicle. 
During the 1977 and 1978 launch opportunities the launch energy required is 
relatively small, comparable to G J P  mission, due to the large gravity assist 
provided by Jupiter. Nominal trajectories for these opportunities yield sufficiently 
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close flybys of each planet to permit meaningful scientific investigation of its 
environment. The guidance requirements for these missions, however, are ex­
tremely demanding and wi l l  almost certainly require the development of a 
sophisticated on-board planetary approach guidance system. * In addition, the 
opportunities for these missions are very restricted as they depend on the 
favorable location of all four outer planets. A pattern similar to that which 
makes the Grand Tour possible in the late 1970's does not recur until the year 
2154. 
Separate direct flights to each of the planets provide an alternative means 
for outer planetary exploration but require a separate spacecraft with its as­
sociated launch vehicle for each mission. The guidance requirements for each 
mission could be satisfied by an Earth-based tracking system similar to that 
proposed for  the basic GJP. Annual opportunities exist for the direct flights; 
however, the launch energy requirements for Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune mis­
sions are all considerably in excess of the GJP Jupiter flyby. 
A third method of probing the environments of Saturn, Uranus, Neptune, and 
possibly Pluto* * also is to perform a series of two-planet swingbys. Such mis­
sions provide most of the benefits of the Grand Tour while not requiring the 
development of on-board guidance systems. By making use of Jupiter's gravity 
assistance they require less launch energy than direct flights and the oppor­
tunities for launch occur much more frequently than for the Grand Tour. In 
addition a series of three or  four such flights, spread over a reasonable time 
scale, would provide all the planetary data and a more comprehensive temporal 
sampling of interplanetary space than would be provided by a single Grand Tour 
mission. Simdtaneous measurements made from two or  more probes at dif­
ferent locations would enable temporal and spatial variations in the interplanetary 
measurements to be differentiated. 
Of the outer-planet missions considered here, the two-planet swingby via 
Jupiter, using an Earth-based tracking system for guidance with two pre-Jupiter­
encounter and one post-Jupiter-encounter trajectory corrections, appears to be 
the most promising. The launch-energy requirement of the 1977 Earth-Jupiter-
Saturn mission is within the capabilities of the proposed SLV3C/Centaur/TE 364-4 
booster, and the mission requires relatively minor modifications to the basic 
*Recent studies performed by JPL (Scull, J .  R., AIAA Paper No. 68-1105, Oct. 1968) show a re­
quirement for nine trajectory corrections with a total AV of 317 m/sec (147 pounds of propellant) 
for a Grand Tour Mission utilizing on-board guidance compared with 11 trajectory corrections with 
a total of 1857 m / s e c  (1000 pounds of propellant) for an Earth-based system. 
**In the general time period of interest Pluto will be within Neptune's orbit. See Figures 22 and 
23 for inplane location. Trajectory corrections can be made near Saturn, for example, to deflect 
the spacecraft's trajectory sufficiently out-of-the-ecliptic plane to intersect Pluto's orbit. 
4 2  
G J P  trajectory correction capability. Although it has not been possible to 
perform a guidance analysis of other two-planet swingbys in this study, it ap­
pears that a similar approach would be feasible and would provide an attractive 
G J P  growth capability worthy of further study. U s e  of a more energetic and 
more accurate launch vehicle, such as the SLVSX/Centaur/Burner I1 o r  the 
Titan IlID/C entaur ,would extend the capabilities to a range of two-planet 
swingbys during the late 1970's and early 1980's with trajectory-correction 
requirements within the basic G J P  capabilities. 
While opportunities for direct trajectories to the outer planets occur yearly, 
the opportunities for missions using a Jupiter swingby occur only at the fre­
quency of the synodic period between Jupiter and the target planet, although these 
opportunities last for 3 to 5 years. Opportunities for Jupiter swingby missions 
to each of the outer planets occur in the 1975 to 1980 period. The opportunity 
then ends because Jupiter moves ahead of the outer planets. Subsequent oppor­
tunities for these missions occur in regular cycles approximately as shown 
Jupiter - Saturn 1976 - 1980 and then 1996 - 2000 and so on 
Jupiter - Uranus 1978 - 1982 and then 1992 - 1996 and so on 
Jupiter - Neptune 1978 - 1982 and then 1991 - 1995 and so on 
It is still possible to realize Saturn swingbys to Uranus and Neptune during the 
1980's. 
Typical results comparing swingby and direct flights to Saturn, Uranus, and 
Neptune are shown in Figures 25, 26, and 27. * In summary, Jupiter swingby 
trajectories to any of the outer planets can be accomplished for a launch energy 
close to the minimum Earth-Jupiter requirement, C3 = 82 Km2/sec2 (Figures 
2 and 31, although the corresponding flight times are very long. For C3 near 100, 
giving Earth-Jupiter flight times -550 days , swingby trajectories to Saturn 
require total flight times of approximately 3 years, to Uranus about 6 years, 
and to Neptune about 9 years. Direct flights to the outer planets require C, Is 
greater than 100, and for energies where direct flights first become possible, 
swingby trajectories offer considerable flight-time savings. 
*Based on References 9 ,  10, 11, and 12. 
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SECTION 111 

LAUNCH VEHICLE CAPABILITIES 

A. Selection of Launch Vehicles* 
During the course of this study it became apparent that the potential list 
of launch vehicles is, in practice, restricted. Previous studies have considered 
possibilities ranging all the way from the Saturn V/Centaur to the Atlas 
SLV3C/CentaurYincluding the Saturn I and Titan IIIvariants between. Since 
relatively simple precursor missions have the most interest in the present 
context, many of these launch vehicles a re  impracticable. 
The rather modest aims inevitably associated with precursor flights a re  
not such as to demand, or  justify, very large payloads, therefore, a limited 
booster capability is acceptable. The range of possibilities receiving detailed 
examination is thereby drastically reduced to include the Atlas SLV3/Centaur/ 
Kick family and the Titan IIID/Centaur combination. The kick stage for the 
Atlas family is, in practice, inevitably a solid-fuel engine of the TE 364-series. 
The Titan IIID/Centaur vehicle has been proposed as offering not only a 
large, immediate, high-velocity capability, but dso  growth possibilities due to 
the development work proceeding on the basic Titan vehicle. Integration of the 
Titan and Centaur vehicles is expected to  be completed in time for the Mars  1973 
mission so that its consideration for the Grand Tour o r  two-planet swingby in 
the late 1970’s is appropriate. 
For the first two model missions, attention has been focussed upon the Atlas 
variants. The standard Atladcentaur vehicle, as employed for current mis­
sions, includes the SLV3C lower stage; the booster elements a re  characterized 
bY 
SLV3C 
Booster thrust 336,000 lb Usable propellants 268,000 lb 
Sustainer thrust 58,000 lb Gross launch weight 287,000 lb 
* See Appendix 111, which i s  a reprint of Advanced Plans Staff Paper 69-2, “Launch Vehicle Con­
siderations For Developing An Outer Planets Exploration Strategy,” by George M. Levin, dated 
Feb. 1969, covering other launch vehicles. 
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Centaur 
Thrust 30,000 lb 
Usable propellants 30,500 lb 
Gross launch weight 37,600 lb 
It should be noted that the value given for Gross Launch Weight of the 
Centaur Stage includes an arbitrary nose fairing, insulation panels, and some 
allowance for boil off. In addition, the Centaur propellant load includes about 
500 pounds of nonpropulsive but expended material, so that l'usable'l should not 
be confused with 
Uprated versions of both booster elements have been proposed for other 
missions. Of these, the most significant change is represented by the Atlas 
SLV3X development; however, this is not presently an available launch vehicle 
for NASA missions but, as  proposed, it involves replacement of the MA5 
engines in the booster stage with higher performance H1 engines and an in­
crease in the propellant tank length. While this development is feasible, the 
program would require a cost effectiveness analysis. The Centaur Stage is 
evolving as time goes on with improved insulation as a major change; this will 
allow coast times between Centaur burns to be extended initially from the 
present 25-minute limitation up to 1hour and eventually to  as much a s  6 
hours (444 and 452 Series). Additionally, the elimination of the boost pump 
and provision of throttleable engines are  also proposed modifications. The 
definitive version of the uprated Centaur is currently termed Centaur 70. 
Fbr the necessarily high geocentric launch energies associated with deep-
space missions, the 2 1/2 stage Atlas/Centaur stack is inadequate alone and 
the use of a kick stage is mandatory. Given the requirement for such a stage, 
the possibility exists for the development of a special-purpose high-efficiency 
unit, as has often been proposed in the past for high-velocity missions. How­
ever, it emerges that useful, though not maximal, performance in the velocity 
range up to 50,000 ft/sec can be achieved by the employment of a conventional 
solid-propellant motor, of the TE 364 Thiokol series. The characteristics of 
the -3 and -4 versions of this engine are  listed below. 
TE 364-3 
Gross  motor weight 1,578 lb 
Weight at I f a l l  burnt" 124 lb 
Total Impulse 417,500 lb/sec 
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TE 364-4 
Gross motor weight 2,244 lb 
Weight at Ifallburnt" 129 lb 
Total Impulse 602,400 lb/sec 
The combined predicted performance of the various Atlas/Centaur/TE 364 
combinations is shown in Figure 28. This reflects the latest information avail­
able on the SLV3X and also on the Titan IILD/Centaur. 
500 
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It is apparent from the data given in Figure 28 that, for precursor deep-
space o r  out-of-the-ecliptic missions, the SLV3C/Centaur/TE 364-4 combina­
tion offers respectable performance for the cost of the development of the -4 
Thiokol engine from the edsting -3 model. The performance advantage t o  be 
gained from use of the -4 rather than the -3 solid-kick stage is significant and 
worthwhile, whichever Atlas variant is considered. 
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So far as growth missions are concerned, it would ultimately be necessary 
to move to a larger vehicle since the capability of the SLV3C/Centaur/TE 364-4 
is not such as to allow substantial payload uprating beyond the minimal precursor 
requirements. If the SLV3X stage becomes available, its use would offer an 
increased payload capability of about 250 pounds for 550-day trajectories. 
Alternatively, if-the spacecraft weight can be held to approximately 600 pounds, 
the SLV3X/Centaur/TE 364-4 provides a characteristic velocity capability in 
excess of 50,000 ft/sec. This increase in characteristic velocity fits the re­
quirements of the Jupiter-Saturn, Jupiter-Uranus and Jupiter-Neptune "Mini­
tours," discussed in Section 11-C. Use of the SLV3X first stage, though not 
necessary for the precursor missions, provides considerable flexibility for 
growth with respect to a variety of two-planet swingbys. The Titan IIID/Centaur 
is capable of supporting payloads in excess of 1200 pounds to a characteristic 
velocity of 49,000 ft/sec. This makes it an alternative for the two-planet swing-
bys and the most likely candidate for a Grand Tour Mission in 1977 or 1978, which 
appears to require a much larger spacecraft than the baseline GJP.  For very 
high velocity missions (vc 1 50,500 ft/sec), however, its payload capability falls 
below. that of the SLVSC/Centaur/TE 364-4. 
As a result of an appraisal of the candidate launch vehicles, and of the pay­
loads associated with the precursor missions of interest, it is possible to 
boosters for the model missions: 
(1) 1972 G J P  out-of -ecliptic Mission: SLV3C/Centaur/TE 364-4 
(2) 1974 G J P  out-of-ecliptic Mission: SLVSC/Centaur/TE 364-4 
(3)  Two-Planet Swingby: 	 SLV3X/ Centaur/TE 364-4 or 
Titan IIID/Centaur 
(4) Grand Tour (1977, 1978): Titan IIID/ Centaur 
Later work performed at GSFC suggests the use of the SLV3wCentaur with 
a Burner-I1 upper stage. The use of this guided upper stage reduces the on-
board trajectory correction requirements for a two-planet Jupiter swingby to a 
level within the baseline GJP capabilities.* The payload capability of the vehicle, 
however, is necessarily less than the SLV3X/Centaur/TE'364-4 so that the 
choice of launch vehicle for these growth missions involves some compromise. 
x 
A s  th i s  report w a s  being edited, the  SLV3X is not in NASA's launch vehicle  development program. 
However, the Titan IIID/Cencaur, which h a s  been identified as an  al ternat ive launch vehicle for 
the two-planet swingbys,  a l s o  provides the improved injection accuracy assoc ia ted  with a guided 
upper s tage  and h a s  ample payload capability. 
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6. SLV3C/Centaur/TE 364-4 
The assumed vehicle/upper-stage characteristics, in terms of weight 
(in pounds) will be 
Centaur, dry 
Useful propellant 
Non-propulsive Centaur expendables 
Centaur/TE 364 adapter 
Delta spin table 
TE 364-4, loaded 
Delta adapter 
Spacecraft 
4,005 
29,911 
491 
162 
175 
2,244 
20 
600 
where the upper limit of the range of spacecraft weight has been taken to allow 
for a reasonable margin in  performance. 
These assumptions a re  fairly firm, as a re  the specific impulse values 
which may be set at 440 seconds for the Centaur and 28’7 seconds for the solid 
stage. The principal difficulty, in the absence of specific data from the booster 
manufacturer, is in the identification of the Centaur separation velocity. By 
back tracking from existing data, and for the purpose of the calculation, this 
velocity has been set  at 12,400 ft/sec, and the mission profile, shown in Table 4, 
emerges, allowing for chill down, boil off, and so on. 
Table 4 
SLV3C/Centaur/TE 
Mission Stage 
Centaur first ignition 

Centaur first shut of� 

Centaur second ignition 

Centaur burn out 

TE 364-4 ignition 

TE 364-4 burn out 

Spacecraft s eparation 

364-4 Mission Profile 
37,550 
16,310 
15,950 
7,210 
2,864 
749 
600 
Velocity 
(ft/sec) 
12,400 
24,190 
24,225 
35,485 
35,485 
47,785 
47,785 
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The Centaur burnout velocity of 35,485 ft/sec compares well with the value 
of 35,400 ft/sec, obtained in the Phase A study, and the final velocity of 47,785 
ft/sec agrees with the value given in Figure 28. The above data are, therefore, 
substantially correct and have been used for preliminary analysis of abort modes 
in the Task VII-B Report, "Spacecraft/RTG Feasibility Study. I t  
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SECTION IV 
SCI ENTlFIC OBJ ECTIVES 
A. General 
The planetary and interplanetary environment has been well specified by 
Dr .  J. Trainor in the GJP  Phase A Study, and although refinements a re  likely 
to be made from time to time a s  a result of near-Earth measurements, many 
of the uncertainties in the present models will not be resolved until suitable 
direct or near flyby measurements a re  performed by a GJP  mission. 
The general areas of scientific interest in a Jupiter gravity-assist mission 
Extending knowledge of the interplanetary medium to Jupiter-distance 
from the Sun and either continuing in the plane of the ecliptic to lOAU 
and beyond or  providing a latitude profile of the environment in an out­
of-the-ecliptic plane. 
Obtaining a close view of the planetary environment of Jupiter during 
the encounter, and other planets as appropriate. 
Improving knowledge of astronomical constants such as the AU-to-km 
conversion and the accuracy of planetary ephemerides. 
6. Environmental Phenomena During Interplanetary Phase 
During the interplanetary phase of the rnission, either in o r  out of the 
ecliptic plane, the environmental phenomena of interest a r e  
(1) The spatial and temporal variation of the solar wind and the associated 
magnetic field. 
(2) Galactic cosmic rays. 
(3) Solar flares and cosmic rays. 
(4) Meteoroid flux. 
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1. Solar Wind 
At the present time, the solar wind and its magnetic field are  being moni­
tored at the orbit of Earth and a history of such data is being built up over a solar 
cycle. The solar. wind consists of a neutral gas composed principally of highly 
ionized hydrogen (-90%) and helium (-10%) with plasma characteristics-density 
1to 10 particles/cm2, streaming velocity 300 to 600 km/sec, thermal speed 
30 to 60 km/sec, magnetic field -5y. In addition to the near-Earth environment, 
measurements have been made between the orbits of Earth and Venus, and 
between Earth and Mars during the flights of Mariner vehicles. Extrapolation 
of these data to a large solar distance, o r  to  a significant distance from the 
ecliptic plane, is unreliable. A primary objective of the mission is to extend 
the range of observation, perhaps to the limit of the organized solar wind, o r  
at least so that the galactic boundary can be reasonably predicted. 
2. Galactic Cosmic Rays 
Galactic cosmic rays consist of atomic nuclei whose relative abundance 
roughly parallels the estimated cosmic abundance of these atoms. Measurements 
made at 2 BeV per nucleon show 94% protons, 5.5% alpha particles, and a re­
mainder of heavier nuclei up to atomic number 28. Their energies (up to 10 l9 eV) 
extend beyond the range which could be produced by solar processes (-10 lo eV). 
The intensity of galactic cosmic rays at the orbit of Earth is modulated by 
solar activity, rising to a maximum at times of solar minimum. Measurements 
of the gradient of cosmic-ray intensity as  a function of rigidity over a limited 
heliocentric range ("1.5 AU) indicate that the Sun's influence extends to  a range 
of 10  to 100 AU, Similar measurements on a Jupiter-swingby mission should 
give a much more precise estimate of the boundary and of the interstellar in­
tensity of cosmic rays. 
3. Solar Flares and Cosmic Rays 
Solar cosmic rays have their origin in solar flares. They consist primarily 
of protons and alpha particles and occasionally higher 2 components. Their 
energies a re  at the lower end of the cosmic-ray energy spectrum with about 
five relativistic (> 1 BeV) events occurring, on an average, during an 11­
year solar cycle. The Sun emits sufficient non-relativistic particles to interfere 
with Earth surface communications about 10  times a year. 
4. Meteoroid Flux 
Approximately 90 percent of the meteoric dust accreted by Earth is thought 
to be associated with present or past comets, the remainder being contributed by 
asteroidal matter. Estimates of the f lux  of particles as a function of mass near 
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Earth, in the asteroid belt (2 to 4AU), and near Jupiter are presently uncertain. 
Particles in the mass range to gm present the principal hazard to 
space vehicles, and their flux in the asteroid belt is estimated to be 100 times 
that at Earth. 
The gravitational attraction of the planets is expected to be responsible for 
a concentration of dust in the ecliptic plane; out-of-plane measurements will  
provide the first direct verification. 
C. Environmental Phenomena During Jupiter Encounter 
The environmental phenomena of interest during the Jupiter-encounter 
phase a re  
0 Jupiter's magnetic field 
0 Trapped radiation belts 

0 Sources of radio-frequency emissions 

0 Atmospheric composition 

0 Atmospheric temperature profile 

0 Ionospheric characteristics 

0 Electric field characteristics 

1. Radio Emissions 
Earth observations of radio emissions from Jupiter can be divided into 
three categories according to their frequency range and probable mechanism 
of production: 
(1) Dekameter: burst-like radio emission (mechanism uncertain). 
(2) Decimeter: synchrotron radio emission 
(3) Centimeter and shorter wavelength: thermal emission. 
-, -i 
The origin of the sporadic burst-like dekametrigkadiation is not known 
with certainty (Refs. 13 and 14) although its periodibity has been found to be so 
consistent that it has been used a s  a basis for a system of longitudinal coordi­
nates. Analysis of data obtained since 1957 shows thzt Jupiter's satellite Io ap­
pears to control the rapid fluctuations of dekametric emission. One mechanism 
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which has been suggested is that Io moves within Jupiter's magnetosphere near 
the magnetic shell parameter L = 6 and accelerates clusters of electrons so that 
they move along the magnetic field lines, generating radio emissions at the local 
gyrofrequency. A recent explanation by J. A. Gledhill indicates a magnetic field 
of 30 Gauss at Jupiter's equatorial surface. * 
Observations of the intensity, polarization, and spatial extent of the deci­
meter radiation strongly suggest that it is synchrotron radiation from energetic 
electrons trapped in Jupiter's Van Allen belts. The spectrum in the 10- to 100­
cm range is very flat with a flux density of about 6 . 7  X w/m2-Hz. Based 
on this interpretation of the decimetric radiation, models for Jupiter's magnetic 
field suggest a surface field strength in the range 10  to 100 Gauss, inclined at 
an angle of - 10" to the rotational axis. A peak electron flux of 10  electrons/ 
cm2-sec is anticipated at 3 R with electron energies less than 100 MeV. 
Although there is no direct evidence for its existence, a proton belt with a 
maximum flux of l o 9  protons/cm2-sec at 8 .5  R j  with proton energies less 
than 4 MeV has been postulated by analogy with Earth's belts. A flyby of the 
planet at a radius of closest approach of 8 to 1 0  R should be capable of meas­
uring the belt intensities directly and provide a thorough mapping of the Jovian 
magnetic field. 
The radiation below 3-cm wavelength follows the h-* dependence of the 
Rayleigh-Jeans law and is primarily thermal in origin. The equivalent disk 
temperature - 130°K agrees with the 8 to  14p measurements of Wildey (Ref. 15). 
One of the unresolved problems concerning Jupiter is its thermal imbalance. 
Based on a radiant temperature of 130°K, Jupiter radiates about 2.6 times its 
solar input, the balance being supplied by the planet itself. Smoluchowski 
(Ref, 16) dismisses radioactive decay as an inadequate source and suggests 
that the heat may be due to a phase change of the hydrogen in the planet from 
molecular to metallic-a radial contraction of about 1mm per year would be 
adequate. At present, there is insufficient evidence to choose between this 
explanation and Hubbards * hypothesis that impurities (helium) in the molecular 
hydrogen might have reduced the conductivity sufficiently that the excess heat 
is due simply to the slow cooling of the planet. 
2. Atmospheric Composition 
The main constituents of Jupiter's atmosphere a re  thought to be hydrogen, 
helium, methane, and ammonia. Methane and ammonia bands dominate the red 
end of the spectrum; however, estimates of the relative abundance of hydrogen-
helium require UV measurements. 
*Gledhill, J .  A., "The Structure of Jupiter's Magnetosphere and the Effect of Io on its Decametric 
Radio Emission," NASA/GSFC X-615-66-257, being prepared for publication at the time of this 
writing. 
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Aerobee results obtained by Stecher (Ref. 17) show a rise in albedo towards 
200 A, which is expected for a Rayleigh scattering atmosphere. Computed curves 
for 4.6 km-atm* and 27 km-atm of hydrogen bound the experimental results and 
10.2 km-atm gives the best fit. Introduction of various amounts 2f ammonia has 
been proposed to explain the flattening of the albedo below 2,300 A,  but the results 
for the best f i t  (0.03 cm-atm) appear unconvincing. No satisfactory explanation 
has been proposed for the dip at 2,600 A, although benzine has been suggested, 
a s  have other molecules of biological significance (Sagan, Ref. 18). Jenkins 
(Ref. 19) suggests that the hydrogen abundance can be estimated from the re­
flected spectrum a t  1216 iand neighboring wavelengths corresponding to energy 
differences due to Raman scattering. 
D. Science Experiments 
1. Selected Representative Experiments 
A comprehensive list of possible experiments, which would be appropriate 
for the scientific objectives outlined above, is provided by the Galactic Jupiter 
Probe Study. In order to exercise the spacecraft design, a representative science 
payload has been selected from this "shopping list" of experiments. The selected 
scientific payload conforms to a weight limit of 50 pounds and contains instruments 
which, because of their susceptibility to magnetic and radiation effects, require 
boom mounting and preferential shielding from the RTG environment. The selected 
experiments and their requirements are listed in Table 5. During the interplane­
tary phase only the first six instruments would be operating with a measurement 
cycle rate of, at most, a few cycles per minute. Including engineering telemetry 
and reference data, the coarse data rate is about 32 bps. During the encounter 
phase, all the experiments would operate, although not simultaneously. The 
sample rate would increase to 10 cycles per minute and the data rate,  including 
engineering and reference, would rise to 120 to 200 bps. 
2. Imaging Experiment 
Alternative methods of obtaining visual images of Jupiter during the flyby 
were investigated. A television camera-magnetic tape recorder system was 
selected since it seemed best a.ble to provide the desired quality image with 
essentially space proven hardware. 
The objective of the experiment was to obtain substantial area coverage of 
the planet with an order of magnitude improvement in  resolution compared to 
photographs obtained from Earth. Photographic resolution obtained from Earth 
telescopes is limited to approximately 1arc-seconc! (Ref. 20) by the atmosphere. 
This corresponds to a surface resolution of about 2300 km at Jupiter's opposition. 
*The amount of gas  in a single vertical column through the atmosphere of the planet is equiva­
lent to 4.6 km at 1 atm at standard temperature and pressure. 57 
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Table 5 
Selected Experiments and Their Requirements 
Instrument 
Fluxgate magnetometer 

Search coil 

Plasma probe 

Solar cosmic ray 

Galactic cosmic ray 

Micrometeoroid detector 

Trapped radiation 

IR radiometer 

UV H/He resonance 

Radio Emissions 

Weight 
(Ib) Power 
Body Remote (watts; 
3.5 1.5 4.0 
2.0 2.0 2.0 
6.0 0.0 4.0 
2.0 4.0 1.5 
3 .O 2.0 2.0 
5.0 0.0 1.5 
4.0 1.0 1.0 
5.0 0.0 3.0 
3 .O 0.0 2.0 
4.0 0.0 2.0 
Remarks 
Background field - 0.17 
Narrow angle ( 2159 
Solar oriented, high rate, 
low z 
Anti-solar, low rate, 
include high Z 
Planet oriented 
Planet oriented 
Planet oriented 
Antenna on booms 
-

The principal problems in obtaining 200 km resolution pictures during 
Jupiter flyby are the low incident light level at Jupiter and image smear caused 
by the spacecraft's spinning motion. For the missions considered in this report 
the distance of closest approach to Jupiter has been in the range of from 8 to 
10 R j  so that a 200 km resolution element subtends approximately 1arc-minute. 
In order to limit the degradation in image quality to 10 percent, the linear image 
motion during the exposure time should be held to one-half a TV line. This can 
be achieved either by using a very short exposure time of approximately 0.2 
msec for the 3 rpm spin rate or  by providing an image motion compensation (IMC) 
system. A 90-percent accurate IMC system would permit relaxation of the 
exposure time to 2 msec. Jn the interests of simplicity an image motion 
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compensation system was not considered further. The solar constant at Jupiter 
is approximately 450 foot-candles and the visual albedo 0.445. For f / l  optics, 
which may be unrealistically large for this application, and the 0.2-msec. expo­
sure time, the faceplate exposure is 0.01 foot-candle-second. This is at the low 
end of the typical vidicon operating range of 0.003 to 0.1 foot-candle-second so 
that a more sensitive tube is required. With lighter weight f/3 optics, and the 
same 0.2 msec exposure time, the exposure is 0.001 foot-candle-second, which 
corresponds to an integrated light flux of 3.5 X lumen-seconds over a 
typical 0.7-inch-square photocathode. At this level either an intensifier vidicon 
or  SEC vidicon comes closest to the ideal tube performance and should provide 
a signal-to-noise ratio of 60 to 1(36 dB) for a 500-TV line system. The pre­
ferred solution is.based on a tube of this type. The 500-TV line format provides 
a total field of view of 4 degrees and the corresponding focal length is 1 0  
inches. Jupiter subtends an angle of about 12 degrees at closest approach and 
fills the field of view from a distance of 30 Rj. 
Each picture would represent approximately 1.8 X lo6 bits, assuming 5-bit 
digitization. A camera storage time of 200 seconds wwdd lead to a readout rate 
of 9000 bps. The communication rate at encounter range is about 500 bps, and 
an 18:l read-in to read-out rate for a tape recorder is reasonable. Each picture 
requires 1hour of transmission time, and fo r  a series of 30 pictures, the total 
storage requirement is approximately 6 X lo7bits. 
An appropriate picture-taking sequence depends on the flyby geometry of 
the particular mission. For a trailing-edge passage, Figure 29A, typical of an 
in-the-ecliptic mission to 10 AG, closest approachp) occurs a few degrees 
beyond the terminator. Assuming that adequate illumination is available to 
within 20" of the terminator, the planet range will be such that a resolution of 
300 km (at point X) can be achieved. For leading-edge passage, Figure 29B, 
typical of out-of-the-ecliptic missions , closest approach occurs approximately 
70" beyond the terminator and the best resolution available will be - 400 km at 
point Y .  
Characteristics of the TV system a r e  summarized in Table 6. The weight 
and power estimates are based on components with similar characteristics and 
include the optics and pointing mirror weight. 
It is apparent that although TV pictures a re  highly desirable, both politically 
and scientifically (for example, to investigate the Great Red Spot), the weight 
and power requirements to provide a really worthwhile experiment a r e  a sub­
stantial fraction of the total science payload of a GJP class of vehicle. If re­
quired, fewer and/or lower quality pictures could be provided for a smaller 
weight allotment, but their value in comparison with Earth-based o r  possible 
Earth-orbiting photographs soon becomes doubtful. 
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SUN 
A - TRAILING EGGE FLYBY B - LEADING EDGE FLYBY 
IN-THE-ECLIPTIC MISSION OUT-OF-THEICLIPTIC MISS ION 
Figure 29. Typical  Flyby Illumination 
The spinning spacecraft poses imaging problems which may be eliminated 
by use of a stable platform. A concept of such a platform was prepared and is-
covered in a NASA/GSFC OPE study. 
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Table 6 
Summary of a TV System &&tablefor Jupiter Flyby 
Surface resolution 200 km/line pair At closest approach 
Parameter Value Notes 
Camera type 1-inch intensifier 
vidicon or  SEC vidicon 
Size 1/6 �t3 
Weight 
Power 
12 pounds 
8 watts 
Sensor resolution 500 TV lines 
Angular resolution 1 arc-min/line pair 
Total field-of-view 4" 
Coverage/frame 50,000 km2 I of 10 R j  
Optics 	 10-inch focal length f/3 
[ e.g., Kinoptic (cine)] 
Exposure time 0.22 ms econds 
Exposure 0.001 ft-candle-second 
S/N = 60:l (35 dB) 
Integrated flux at 3.5 x 1 0 - 6  lumen-secondJ 
photocathode 
Picture content 	 1.8 X l o 6  bits (5-bit
digitization) 
Frame time 200 seconds 
Readout ra te 9 k bits/second 18:l read-in to read-
Transmission rate 500 bits/second I out rate 
Transmission time 1hour/ f rame 
Tape storage req't. 	 6 X l o 7  bits for 30 
frames 
Tape recorder 
Size 1/2 f t3  
Weight 15 pounds 
Power 12  watts 
SECTION V 
SPACECRAFT SUBSYSTEM REQUIREMENTS 
A. General Discussion 
With the identification of the G J P  Phase A Study concept as the baseline 
spacecraft configuration, it became appropriate to compare the subsystem 
requirements arising from the NEW MOONS model missions with the capa­
bilities of the baseline spacecraft. A review of the GSFC Phase A Study was 
conducted from which it was concluded that the choice of subsystems and the 
proposed implementation modes are valid for the two-planet and out-of-the­
ecliptic missions; however, certain subsystems modifications are indicated. 
The principal product of this comparison has been the definition of critical 
areas requiring technological advance over the G J P  for the NEW MOONS mis­
sions. The areas of principal concern a re  as follows: 
(1) The extended duration of the missions (-3 years plus for 10 AU or  
out-of-ecliptic missions, -10 years for the Grand Tour) places a 
particular premium upon both reliability and the capability of the sys­
tem to function in a reduced mode under non-catastrophic failure 
conditions. 
The operational lifetimes required by the various missions are shown 
in Figure 30 with the occurrence of significant events indicated by 
arrowheads. Thus, a simple mission to the vicinity of Jupiter re­
quires about 11/2 years; the baseline deep-space, 10-AU mission 
about 3 years; and an out-of-the-ecliptic mission about 3 years to reach 
its maximum elevation above the plane and with subsequent return to 
the ecliptic after 4 years and maximum southerly declination after 5 
years. The Grand Tour Mission indicates approximate times of plane­
tary encounter: Jupiter, 11/2 years; Saturn, 3 years; Uranus, 7 years; 
and Neptune, 10  1/2 years. Typical durations for Jupiter swingby to the 
outer planets a r e  Saturn, -3 years; Uranus, -6 years; and Neptune, 
-9 years. 
A review of NASA-launched spacecraft indicates that it is reasonable 
to postulate mission lifetimes in the 3- to 5-year range, since at least 
24 spacecraft have operated continuously for from 1to 2 years; of 
these 12 are still operating. Approximately 12 spacecraft have 
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1 - - D U R A T I O N  I N  YEARS 
Figure 30. Mission Lifetime 
operated continuously for from 1to 3 years; of these, four are still 
operating. Three spacecraft have operated for more than 4 years 
and continue to do so. In addition to this prior experience, the next 
generation of communication satellites are required to operate for a 
5-year period. 
From the point of view of lifetime then, the 10 AU o r  out-of-ecliptic 
missions appear feasible against the present background of experience 
and design practice as do the Earth-Jupiter-Saturn swingbys. However, 
the Grand Tour Mission appears to require a mission lifetime beyond 
that which can be presently supported by experience. Some analysis by 
Bell Telephone Laboratories (Ref. 21), using their experience of un­
attended undersea-cable repeater operation, does indicate that 10-year 
life may not be too unreasonable. 
(2) 	 For the out-of-ecliptic missions , an arbitrary-pointing midcourse­
correction capability is required. The anticipated magnitude of the 
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correction is similar to the G J P  requirement of 100 m/sec, but to 
accommodate large angles between the spin axis and the ecliptic plane, 
both during trajectory corrections and during the post-encounter 
cruise ,the present restricted-view Canopus sensor should be replaced 
*byan alternative star sensor. 
The two-planet swingby missions require more accurate trajectory 
guidance than the out-of-ecliptic mission, though the same basic sys­
tem should be adequate. This involves Earth-based tracking and 
command guidance of the spacecraft involving two arbitrary-pointing 
pre-Jupiter-encounter trajectory corrections and one post-encounter 
correction. The maximum magnitude of the DV requirement wil l  be of 
the order of 150 m/sec, assuming use of the unguided TE 364-4 as the 
upper stage of the launch vehicle. The maximum OV wil l  be less than 
50 m/sec if a guided upper stage, such as Burner 11, is used in con­
junction with a more energetic SLV3X first-stage booster. 
For the Grand Tour Mission, multiple arbitrary pointing trajectory-
correction maneuvers wil l  be required. The magnitude of the cor­
rections wil l  be considerably in excess of the baseline 100 m/sec, and 
the spatial definition of post-encounter corrections poses severe 
problems. The thermal and guidance problems are of different mag­
nitudes. A remedy for the thermal problem is clearly in sight, all that 
is necessary is to supply a sufficient (thermal) power margin. This 
can be done by several techniques such as either directly dumping 
waste RTG heat into the spacecraft or  via electrical power generation. 
The guidance problem is more significant in that the trajectory data of 
interest are clearly obtainable in principle but may presently be out of 
reach in practice. 
B. Subsystem Concepts 
The spacecraft makeup for the precursor missions of interest may be 
defined with the aid of Table 7. 
1. Communications 

The need for good communication capability at the time of Jupiter encounter 
and for adequate capability at extreme ranges , yet with only modest on-board 
power, sets a requirement for high antenna gain. The baseline G J P  system 
provides a maximum down-link telemetry data rate of over 800 bps at Jupiter 
encounter (-4.2 AU) and, with the omni-antenna command up-link, reception at 
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Table 7 
Comparison of Subsystems for New Moons Missions 
'I'wo-Planet
Subsystcm Baseline GJP Capability Out-of-Ecliptic Reqni'ts (Jupit cr-Satu r n)  Swingby 
Communication 1) 9-ft-diameter fixed dish Satislactory Satisfactory 
2) 10-watt S.S. tmns in i t te r  Satisfactory SatisSactor y 
3) 210-lt DSN - 830 bps at 4 . 2  A L  Satisfactory 160 bps at 10 A l l  
14) 85-ft - I F 0  bps a t  3.5 AL Satisfactory -
G rand To11r I{ccluir cincnt s 
Unfurlablc - 30 It 
Satisl'nctory 
100 bps to : jo  AU 
Lar gev Cnpacity-
Satisfactory 
0.3 deg. 
Incomplete analysis 
Planetary approach 
guidance 
As yet unspecified 
b.V ? :, 100 ni/sec
-
Multiple a rb i t r a ry  pointing 
~ ~ 
1- to 30-AU so la r  range 
Satissactory 
Additional R1'G 's 
SiGc r cduces ni:igncli c: 
contamination 
'l'itan HID/ C entaur I : I 
Data Storage 1 1 )  Platcd wirc  s to rc  
2) 450,000-bit capacity 
Attitude Control 1) Spin stcbilizcd 
2) Earth pointing -'l' 
3) R F  sensing 
4) Sun and Canopus rcl 'crcnce 
Trajectory 
C orrcct ion 
Tlicrnial Control 
Power 1) 2 x 7 5  watt (E) R'l'G 
2) PbTe SNAP-27 t , p C  
Adcquate, but not prefer red  Adcquatc 
Satisfactor y 
Satisfactory 
Satisfactory 
Satisfactory 
Sun and star re ference  
Requires additional gas  
Satislactory 
Satis factory 
Single a rb i t r a ry  pointing 
~~~ ~ 
1- to 5-AU so lar  range 
Satisfactory 
Satisfactory 
SiGc rcduccs  magnctic 
contamination 
Satisfactory 
Satisfactory 
Satisfactory 
Satisfactory 
Satisfactory 
Sun and star r d c r c n c e  
Requires additional gas  
A V  ? 150 m/sccl  
Satisfactory 
:-arbitrary pointing 
~ 
1-to 10-AU so la r  range  
Sati slacto r y  
Satisfactory 
SiGe rcduccs mtgmctic 
contami nntion 
"For tlic Titan IIID/Ccntaur booster thc Ix~sclineAV capacity i s  satisfactory 
1bps out to 6 AU. Turn-around ranging with 50 meters resolution is provided 
out to 5 AU, using the high-gain spacecraft antenna; Doppler information can be 
obtained to distances of about 7 AU with the omni-antenna. 
This telemetry performance is provided by a fixed 9-ft dish and a lo-watt 
(2 X 5 watt) solid-state transmitter, using convolution coding and sequential 
decoding. The system is configured to operate with the 210-ft DSN network 
for encounter bit rates of 830 bps and an improved 85-ft STADAN network for 
cruise and lower bit rate modes. The command link performance is provided 
by redundant phase-locked receivers that may be switched to either omni o r  
high-gain antenna. PM/FSK modulation is used at a command rate of 1or  10 
bps. Both discrete and quantitative commands are used, with provisions for 
storage of commands for later execution. 
An on-board data-handling system provides the signal conditioning and 
coding for the experiments. The use of a central data processor is considered 
to perform scaling, compression, integration, and comparison of the experi­
mental data. A plated wire with a bulk-storage capacity of 450,000 bits is 
sized to permit data storage at 28 bps for 4hours. 
Actual data requirements for the out-of-the-ecliptic missions a re  expected 
to be considerably less than the baseline capability. In fact, a good case can be 
made for an encounter data rate in the range of 100 to 200 bps and a cruise data 
rate of approximately 30 bps. The baseline system can, therefore, support both 
the out-of-the-ecliptic mission and the Jupiter-Saturn swingby using the 210-ft 
dish for encounter data and the 85-ft dish for cruise data. 
Higher bit rates at encounter a re  useful but do not radically change the 
system capability unless they become very much higher. I3 imaging data is 
required, then the proper course appears to be to provide adequate data storage, 
as proposed in Section IV-D2 ,rather than attempt real-time transmission. 
The proposed G J P  system provides a capability of 160 bps to 10 AU, which 
is adequate for the Jupiter swingby to Saturn, and a very low rate of approxi­
mately 1bps out to 30 AU with the same 9-ft antenna and transmitter power. 
A Grand Tour to Neptune would not be adequately supported and, clearly, if the 
RF power cannot be increased, then the antenna gain has to be. An unfurlable 
antenna, such as the Application Technology Satellite (ATS) design of 30-ft 
diameter, could raise the capability to approximately 100 bps at 30 AU. 
2. Attitude Control 
For the GJP  mission, a fixed antenna having the maximum diameter 
allowed by the booster shroud (9 ft) was postulated in the interest of reliability. 
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This high-gain antenna inevitably is of narrow beam width (-, 3"), and since spin 
stabilization is fundamental to an early, long-lived mission, the cruise geometry 
emerges as Earth pointing with an accuracy of -,1". With an Earth-pointing 
spin-stabilized vehicle carrying an on-axis high-gain antenna, a number of pos­
sibilities exist for jet attitude control. This function can be performed by a 
cold gas system that avoids undesirable combustion products which could inter­
fere with the spacecraft scientific experiments. For the Grand Tour Mission 
using a 30-ft dish, the Earth-pointing accuracy should be improved to 0.3'. 
The attitude-sensing problem has several possible, but not necessarily 
exclusive, solutions. If only Earth-directed orientation is required then the 
spacecraft's RF system based upon the up-link data is acceptable. The use of 
a Sun-star attitude-sensing system allows for arbitrary pointing and for on-board 
closed-loop pointing control. There a re  strong arguments for inclusion of both 
Earth-line sensing and celestial sensing, which is the course taken by the GJP.  
However, the Sun-Canopus system obviously can only work while the appropriate 
sensor has a view of Canopus. A s  proposed in the Phase A Study Report, this 
sensor is masked off at 120°, and since Canopus lies 15' off the ecliptic pole, 
the actual free view is only f 5". Closed-loop control is then only possible to 
this angle out of the ecliptic. 
3. Trajectory Correction 

Analysis indicates that a trajectory correction scheme restricted to an 
Earth-pointing propulsion capability imposes only modest penalties upon simple 
swingby missions but cannot meet the requirements for out-of-the-ecliptic 
missions. This latter requires an  unfocused impact zone to lie roughly in a 
75,000-km-radius circle (Figure 16). Since an uncorrected trajectory can 
be expected to fall within an ellipse measuring 2,500,000 km (see Table 3) in 
azimuth by 600,000 km in elevation (at the lo  level), it emerges that only azi­
muthal correction is required for an in-plane flyby, but an out-of-the-ecliptic 
mission requires arbitrary pointing. 
A single, arbitrary, midcourse correction applied some 10 days after 
launch can reduce both components of the miss to about 25,000 km (lc),which 
is adequate for the out-of-ecliptic missions. A second arbitrary maneuver 
some 100 days after launch can virtually eliminate all but trajectory determi­
nation errors.  Accuracy of this order is necessary for the economical imple­
mentation of two-planet swingby missions, which, in any event, require an 
arbitrary correction maneuver following flyby. The Grand Tour trajectory-
correction requirements are  impossible to specify precisely at this time. 
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In summation, it is apparent that all but the simplest missions benefit from 
the capability for arbitrary propulsive maneuvers and that this capability be­
comes essential for multiple-planet swingby missions. The use of a Sun-star 
attitude sensing system allows for on-board closed-loop arbitrary pointing, 
although, of course, complications arise if substantial out-of-the-ecliptic angles 
become operationally necessary. Open-loop ground commanded control is a 
possibility under conditions of extreme demand. 
The choice of a propulsion system is almost self-defining in that the payload 
weight for the out-of-the- ecliptic and two-planet swingby missions is by defini­
tion small (550-600 pounds),as  is the velocity correction requirement (AV 2 
100 cm/sec). The total impulse demand (approximately 6000 lb-sec) is such 
that the use of a monopropellant hydrazine system clearly offers the best com­
bination of simplicity and low weight and in fact would be the proper selection 
even for a simficantly increased demand. The long mission durations that a re  
proposed favor the selection of a simple system, even at some cost in weight. 
4. Dermal Control 

The NEW MOONS missions have in common a difficult thermal environment. 
The most severe is the multiple-planet swingby, where the probe will move out 
to 30 AU compared with the 5 to 6 AU maximum solar range of the out-of-the­
ecliptic mission. In order to cover the case of a simple swingby, analysis has 
been performed for a nominal range of 10 AU in Task V, Spacecraft Analysis 
and Design. The critical conclusion of the analysis, reported in detail in Task V, 
is that if thermal "lumping" of the power-dissipating equipment in the main body 
of the spacecraft can be achieved, then a satisfactory thermal design can be 
developed. The required internal dissipation to achieve the desired temperature 
range of 0" to 40°C, including gradients, is highly related to the actual equipment 
layout. For the design analysis a nominal 75 watts was used and the tempera­
ture for the operating equipment was within the desired range. Consideration 
has been given to the possibilities of an electrical failure of one of the two 
RTG's carried by the GJP, and it is apparent that such a failure reduces the 
mission capability at large solar ranges but still permits spacecraft operation 
on a partial mode. 
5. Data Storage 

The question of data storage capability has been discussed briefly. It ap­
pears that even the simplest model mission could benefit from the provision of 
at least moderate data storage (e.g., 60 minutes of data at 150 bps for a minimum 
of 500,000 bits), while a more advanced mission would require far  more capacity. 
An estimate of the data storage requirement for a series of television pictures 
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of Jupiter is about 6 x lo7 bits, which could be met by a magnetic tape recorder. 
Reserve capability might be provided by the plated wire store suggested for 
GJP, although this seems unduly heavy for its rather limited capacity, 
6 .  Power System 
The mission duration for the out-of- ecliptic mission is approximately 
3 years (to point of maximum elevation above the ecliptic plane), as is the 
Jupiter swingby to Saturn, and the power-demand profiles are essentially 
unchanged from the baseline G J P  mission. An end-of-life requirement for 
100 watt (e) source is adequate for both out-of-ecliptic and two-planet swingby 
missions. At Jupiter encounter, at a solar range of approximately 5 AU, and 
assuming that conventional N / P  solar cells are capable of producing 0.4 
wtlct/ft2, then, a 100-watt system would require a 250-ft2 array. Using con­
ventional array structure, the weight would be approximately 250 pounds. The 
weight penalty compared to an RTG system is about 150 pounds at Jupiter and 
becomes rapidly worse with increasing distance from the Sun. For Jupiter­
smingby missions to 10 AU to Saturn or  for a Grand Tour, the weight of 
solar-cell systems is completely prohibitive. For out-of -the-ecliptic mis­
sions of 5 AU and less, a Sun orienting system must be added to the array 
which will have the effect of only a small increase in array weight but with 
a significant increase in system complexity. 
A Grand Tour Mission would have a duration of > 10 years; therefore, if 
100 watt (e) end-of-life capability is still considered adequate, the beginning­
of-life capability would have to be approximately 300 watt (e), which is roughly 
double the G J P  value (assuming - 8  percent per year degradation). Thus, four 
RTG units would be required as compared with two for the baseline G J P  and 
the out-of-ecliptic missions. 
A modified version of the SNAP-27 has been proposed as a suitable power 
source for the baseline GJP. For follow-on missions, such as  considered in 
this report, substitution of a system using SiGe thermoelectric elements instead 
of lead telluride should be considered for reducing magnetic contamination. 
Magnetic tests of a SNAP-27 generator at GSFC have shown that 
the iron in the hot shoes associated with the PbTe elements plus the stray field 
create a relatively large magnetic field. To reduce the RTG-produced back­
ground magnetic field at the magnetometer to a tolerable level of 0.1 gamma 
would require an RTG-sensor separation of about 6.3 meters. No magnetic 
material is required with the SiGe elements: and the only source of magnetic 
fields is current loops within the RTG. Generally, these are relatively easy 
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to compensate by careful circuit design so that the residual dipole moments are 
very small. Task III,Techniques for Achieving Magnetic Cleanliness: considered 
this topic. 
A PbTe RTG operates in a sealed inert-gas environment, since the material 
oxidizes in air and-sublimesin a vacuum at the present SNAP-27 operating tem­
peratures. The SiGe thermocouples, on the other hand, can operate either in 
air o r  in vacuum. If leakage in the PbTe containment system develops over the 
long operational life of the generator, or  by postulating a meteoroid puncture in 
the containment systems, this could result in a substantial power reduction with 
time. 
A more detailed discussion on the relative merits of all candidate RTG 
technology is contained in a study by Epstein, Harris, and West on advanced 
nuclear systems. 
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SECTION VI 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
From the analysis of Sections 111through V it is apparent that with com­
paratively minor modification the GJP spacecraft concept is capable of per­
forming a scientifically attractive out-of-the-ecliptic mission in addition to its 
intended deep-space in-ecliptic mission. In particular it should be noted that 
1. 	 An Atlas SLV3C/Centaur/TE 364-4 is capable of launching the basic 
500- to 600-pound spacecraft on a short, nominally 550-day flight to 
Jupiter during the 1972 and 1974 launch opportunities. Such trajec­
tories provide near-minimum communication distances at planetary 
encounter and suitable arrival conditions for significant ( >  40")post­
encounter inclinations to the ecliptic. 
2. 	 Aiming zones at Jupiter have been identified that provide excellent 
opportunities for planetary investigation during flyby and that lead to 
post-encounter trajectories which reach more than 1AU above the 
ecliptic plane in the neighborhood of Earth's orbit. 
A single, arbitrary pointing, midcourse maneuver applied some 1 0  
days after launch, with a maximum AV of less than 100 m/sec, is 
sufficient to adjust the aiming point at Jupiter to lie within a 75,000­
km radius circle ( 3 4 ,  which is appropriate to out-of-the ecliptic 
requirements. 
3. 	 The principal change required in  the baseline GJP  subsystems is 
provision of .a closed-loop attitude-control system capable of operat­
ing at large angles to the ecliptic plane. As presently configured, 
the f 20" field-of-view of the Canopus sensor is not capable of working 
at more than a few degrees out of the ecliptic. During the cruise 
mode, at any angle to the ecliptic, the Earth-pointing spin axis could 
be maintained using RF information only, and an arbitrary orienta­
tion maneuver for trajectory correction could be achieved in an open-
loop mode. However, in the interest of reliability it would be prefer­
able to maintain a closed-loop capability by implementing an alternative 
celestial reference system. The choice of a stellar reference and 
sensor system compatible with the out-of-ecliptic mission requires 
further study. 
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4. 	 Compared with the GJP mission, a multiple-planet swingby, o r  Grand 
Tour, imposes much more severe requirements on the communications 
systems, due to the increase in range to * 30 AU, and, more critically, 
on the guidance-accuracy requirements, The thermal system appears 
to be adequate for the - 30-AU range. The communication problems 
are amenable to conventional solutions. Thus, the communication 
capability can be upgraded by a combination of increased antenna gain 
(by means of an unfurlable antenna in place of the baseline 9-ft fixed 
dish) and transmitter power. If the antenna diameter is increased to 
30 ft ,  then the present 10-watt transmitter power can support a 100­
bps rate to a 210-ft Earth antenna from 30 AU. 
A solution to the guidance problem, on the other hand, is not so 
straightforward. For a secondary target planet, e.g., a Jupiter swingby 
to Saturn, the accuracy requirements at Jupiter are an order of magni­
tude more stringent than the requirements for an out-of-the-ecliptic 
mission. If the impact parameter at Jupiter is controlled to the limit 
of Earth-based orbit-determination accuracy, but no post- encounter 
corrections are applied, the corresponding uncertainty in Saturn-flyby 
distance can amount to tens of planetary radii. Both pre- and post-
encounter trajectory corrections a re  required to perform any but the 
coarsest two-planet flybys. 
5. 	 A Jupiter swingby to Saturn, with a flyby accuracy of approximately one 
half a planetary radius, seems possible using Earth-based tracking 
and two pre-encounter and one post-encounter trajectory corrections. 
Such a mission is a reasonable next step after the out-of-ecliptic mis­
sion. It makes use of the arbitrary pointing capability required for the 
out-of-ecliptic mission and, although requiring three firings, the total 
AV required is only about one and a half times that of the GJP .  
Alternatively, use of a launch vehicle with a guided final stage, such 
as SLV3X/Centaur/Burner I1 or  the Titan IIID/Centaur , reduces the 
injection errors  to the extent that the on-board trajectory-correction 
requirements are within the present G J P  capabilities. In addition to 
providing improved injection accuracy, use of these boosters extends 
the possible missions through the 1979 and 1980 Earth- Jupiter-Saturn 
opportunities. Further opportunities such as Earth- Jupiter-Uranus 
o r  Earth-Jupiter-Neptune during 1978-1982 and Earth-Saturn-Uranus 
or  Earth-Saturn-Neptune flights through the 1980's offer attractive 
growth prospects for the basic GJP concept. More detailed analysis 
of the Jupiter-Saturn swingbys should be undertaken to define the 
required trajectory and to reconfirm the applicability of the basic 
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GJP subsystem capabilities. In addition these studies should determine 
the feasibility of extending the same techniques to the more ambitious 
two-planet swingbys mentioned above. 
6. 	 The weight of a solar-cell system to provide 100 watt (e) at Jupiter is 
about 150 pounds more than that of an RTG system. For a spacecraft 
with a total weight allowance in the range of 550 to 600 pounds, it is 
obvious that the RTG is the only reasonable power source. For  mis­
sions to 10 AU and beyond, the advantages of the RTGpower source 
are even more pronounced. 
7. 	 Two RTG units of the SNAP-27 class to provide a total of 100 watt (e) 
end of life (-., 5 years after fueling) a r e  required for the out-of-the­
ecliptic mission and the Jupiter-Saturn swingby, both of which have 
similar power profiles to the baseline G J P  system. 
8. 	 A development plan is shown in Figure 31 with the object of preparing 
for a launch during the 1974 opportunity. The Phase A Study performed 
by GSFC is taken as the basis for this family of missions, beginning 
with a Jupiter swingby to 1 0  AU, then the successively more difficult 
out-of-ecliptic mission, and last, the Jupiter-Saturn swingby. Phase B 
occupies the first 9 months of calendar year 1969 and is followed 
immediately by a 15-month Phase C. During this phase, which is 
seen as an in-house GSFC effort with increasing contractor support, a 
selection of the prime contractor for Phase D will be made. Phase D 
will require 2 years for hardware development and test of the flight 
spacecraft. 
Key technology items that require early action are identified: (1)The 
RTG power-supply system should be started in 1969 to  meet a 4-year 
delivery cycle, based on previous experience. (2) A structural and 
thermal model of the spacecraft can be built from the drawings avail­
able at the completion of the NEW MOONS Study and subsequently tested 
during 1969. (3) Guidance and control and communication systems 
should be carried through detail design, breadboard, and development 
tests in 1969 and 1970. 
Available launch dates to Jupiter a r e  shown as circles, and suggested 
missions are indicated by arrowheads. It is worthy of note that the 
development plan as shown cannot meet the 1972 launch date, which 
was particularly attractive for a deep-space mission, since its duration 
coincided with a period of low solar activity. Based on assumptions 
made, results from a launch scheduled for 1974 will not be available in 
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I 
time to affect materially the design of a spacecraft for a 1976 out-of­
ecliptic mission, though better planetary data will aid in trajectory-
design and guidance calculations. Both the deep-space mission and 
the out-of-ecliptic design would contribute significantly to a two-planet 
swingby launched in 1977 or  1978. 
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APPENDIX I 
CONIC TRAJECTORY PROGRAM 
The trajectory of a spacecraft on a Jupiter swingby mission can be divided 
into four phases of two-body motion: 
(1) Earth escape phase. 
(2) Heliocentric transfer from Earth to Jupiter. 
(3) Hyperbolic flyby of Jupiter. 
(4) Post-encounter heliocentric phase. 
The overall flow diagram of a computer program to investigate such trajec­
tories, as shown in Figure 1-1, gives the main subroutines used and the method 
in which they a re  linked together. 
1. 	 The input quantities to the program a re  the launch date (To), the time 
of flight (T3 - To), and the components of the impact parameter at 
Jupiter - .?. and * i. 
2. 	 The position and velocity of Earth at launch date (XRTH, VRTH) and the 
position and velocity of Jupiter at the arrival date (XPL, VPL) a r e  ob­
tained from an analytic ephemeris routine. 
3. 	 These initial and final positions together with the time of flight a r e  
sufficient to uniquely determine the spacecraft's heliocentric trajectory 
parameters. The Lambert routine determines the "initial, I '  Vo,and 
"final, V3, velocities of the spacecraft on a trajectory from the center 
of Earth to the center of Jupiter. 
4. 	 The conditions at the center of Jupiter a r e  used as  inputs to the TWO 
BODY subroutine which is an adaptation of Goodyear's equations. * 
Given the position and velocity of the spacecraft at time T, and the 
radius of the sphere of influence of the planet (Rs), the program iterates 
to find the time at which the spacecraft entered the sphere of influence 
(TI) and its position and velocity at that time (z,, v,). The vehicle's 
velocity with respect to the Sun and the planet's velocity at the time of 
entry (obtained from the ephemeris) a r e  used to calculate the vehicle 
velocity with respect to Jupiter zt entry into Jupiter's sphere (vi) .  
* 
Goodyear, W. H., "A General Method for the Computation of Cartesian Coordinates and Partial 
Derivatives of the 2-Body Problem,'' NASA Contractor Report 522, 1965. 
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READ 

TF = time of flight 
LD = launch date 
. 
=}miss vectorsB o R  = 
EPHEMERIS 
XRTH = position of earth at launch date 
VRTH = velocity of earth at launch date 
XPL = position of planet at arrival date 
VPL = velocity of planet at arrival date 
LAMBERT 
Vo = velocity of probe at center of Earth 
V3 = velocity of probe at center of planet 
~~ ~~~~ 
TWO BODY 
X2 = position of probe a t  edge of planet's sphere 
V2 = velocity of probe a t  edge of planet's sphere 
SWINGBY 
calculate and print parameters inside 
planet's sphere of influence 
TWO BODY 
X1 = posjtion of probe a t  edge of Earth's sphere 
V 1  = velocity of probe a t  edge of Earth's sphere 
EARTH 
calculate and print parameters inside 
Earth's sphere of influence 
i 

Together with the components of the impact parameter B - T and B * R 
this velocity is sufficient to define the parameters of the hyperbolic 
flyby. 
5. At entry to Jupiter's sphere of influence we print: 
Vehicle velocity with respect to the Sun V, (ecliptic) 
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, ­
.. . . . ... . ~ 
-
Vehicle velocity with respect to Jupiter Vi (ecliptic) 
-
Planet velocity VP 1 (ecliptic) 
B . ? a n d B . i  
Vehicle position with respect to the planet X1P (ecliptic) 
Inside the sphere of influence the SWINGBY routine calculates the 
parameters of the planetocentric flyby hyperbola and prinm: 
Semi-major axis A @a 
Eccentricity ECC 
ECC = ii -I-B * / A ~  
Closest approach 
E, = A ( l  - ECC) 
Semi-latus rectum 
p = A.(1 - ECC2) 
True anomaly at entry 
P - R  
s
ANOM = c0s-l Rs x ECC 
At exit from Jupiter's sphere of influence we print 
Position of vehicle w r t  Jupiter X2P 
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A__*._. . ... _.-___-
Position of vehicle wr t  SunX2 
Vehicle velocity wrt Jupiter V2P 
Vehicle velocity \ a t  Sun V2 
Planet velocity V P  
Planet position XP 
Using these exit conditions the parameters of the post-encounter helio­
centric trajectory are calculated; those printed are 
Angular momentum 
-H, - X, x V, 
Orbit inclination to ecliptic 
Semi-major axis 
Semi-latus rectum 
Eccentricity 
ECC d1 - P2/A2 
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Perihelion 
RP = A , ( 1  - ECC) 
Aphelion 
R A  = A , ( 1  + ECC) 
6. 	 The TWO BODY routine is again used to obtain the state vector at e& 
from Earth's sphere of influence, radius RE, from the initial conditions 
of the Lambert solution. 
The velocity of the spacecraft with respect to the Sun at exit irom the 
sphere and the Earth's velocity a r e  printed. The hyperbolic excess 
velocity at Earth departure is given by 
Given this velocity, an Earth parking orbit radius Rp corresponding to 
an altitude of 100 n.mi. and a launch site at 28.5"N, the parameters of 
the Earth departure phase a r e  calculated. Those printed a r e  
Semi-major axis W) 
Eccentricity 
A - RP
ECC = A 
Impact par m e t e r  
B = Ad= 
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Injection velocity, 
Injection AV, 
D E L T A V  = V - 1 / . . / R p  
Inclination 
cos I = cos +L s i n  5, 
where cL is launch azimuth and +L is launch-site declination. Unit 
vectors 5 ,  i, 6 are  also calculated where S is along the departure 
asymptote, i.e., 
is normal to the geocentric orbit plane and 
Example 
A typical printout for a launch date of May 20, 1974, and a 550-day flight to 
Jupiter is provided for illustration, In this example, the components of the im­
pact parameter are  
B - T -1.312 x lo6 km 
B R = 0.707 i- lo6 km 
leading to a post-encounter inclination of 41.1". 
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1. Enter Sphere of Influence of Jup 
VEHICLE VEL, SUN 0.19906235 0.37259960 0.00079161 EMOS 
JUP 9.99344635 -1.97556782 -0.00386164 KM/SEC 
PLANET VEL -0.13673902 0.43898296 0.00092137 EMOS 
BDOTT = -0.13120000E 07 BDOTR = 0.70700000E 06 
XlP = -0.470080963 08 0.106302503 08 0.688737003 06 
2. Parameters of Jupiter Centered Hyperbola 
A = -0.128610503 07 ECC = 1.53064156 RO = 0.682460753 06 

P = 0.172706203 07 ANOM = 129.04356384 

S = 0.981014733 00 -0.193933193 00 -0,379080653 03 

T = -0.193933253 00 -0.981015153 00 0.0 

R = -0.371883863 03 0.735163343 04 -0.100000003 01 

B = 0.170546953 00 0.863641503 00 -0.474380083 00 

3. Leave Sphere of Influence of Jup 
X2P = 0.272099003 06 -0.426245443 08 0.225014403 08 

X 2  = 0.438758663 01 0.203976443 01 0.405051113 01  

VEHICLE VEL, JUP -0.25615239 -8.99218273 4.77984715 KM/SEC 

SUN -0.21856391 0.10614985 0.16332948 EMOS 
PLANET VEL -0.20995665 0.40830654 0.00271636 .EMOS 
POS 4.38576794 2.32468796 -0.10990554 AU 
4. Post Encounter Trajectory Parameters 
ANGULAR MOMENTUM 0.32885396 -0.72547513 0.91156048. 

INCL = 41.14718628 A2 = 3.15352345 P 2  = 1.46540070 

ECC = 0.73165107 RP = 0.84624463 RA = 5.46079922 

5. At Earth's Sphere of Influence 
E X T  VELOCITY 1.09160900 -0.64712405 -0.33589947 EMOS 
EARTH VELOCITY 0.82931578 -0.49156237 -0.21314055 EMOS 
HYPEl3BOLIC EXCESS 7.80584431 -4.62951469 -3.65330410 KNI/SEC 
6. Earth-Centered Departure Hyperbola 
A = -0.420233593 04 ECC = 2.56119251 B = -0.990869533 04 

V = 0.147384833 02 DELTA V = 0.694384363 01 

COS1 = 0.87881726 
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6.  Earth-Centered Departure Hyperbola (continued) 
S = 0.79788572E 00 -0.473212603 00 -0.37342781E 00 
W = 0.467616743 00 0.94946563E 0 1  0.878817263 00 
B = -0.38041168E 00 --0.87581676E 00 0.29703861E 00 
S = 0.79788572E 00 -0.47321260E 00 -0.37342781E 00 
M7 = 0.140937033 00 0.45586956E 00 0.878817263 00 
B = -0.586101713 00 -0.75382549E 00 -0.297038673 00 
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APPENDIX I I  
N-BODY TRAJECTORY PROGRAM: 
GRAVITY ASSISTED SPACE PROBE (GASP)* 
A. Introduction to the Problem 
For this study a special starter was added to the ITEM program. This 
starter finds the initial conditions for an integrated trajectory to a specified 
planet, when given a starting Julian Date and a desired flight time in days. 
These conditions (on an INPUT control) a re  either at the Earth's sphere of in­
fluence (in Sun reference) o r  on a specified circular orbit around the Earth (in 
Earth reference). When the option to find the conditions on the parking orbit is 
used, the starter also finds the time of launch necessary to achieve this trajec­
tory without a dog leg, the position on the parking orbit at burnout, the launch 
azimuth, the pitch and yaw angles used fo r  leaving the parking orbit, and the 
burnout payload needed to attain a final weight (INPUT). 
The following quantities a re  inputs to the program: 
1. Starting Julian Date. 
2. Desired flight time in days. 
3. A specified target planet. 
4. A n  offset in days for the position of the target planet at arrival time. 
5. 	 A specified distance in kilometers for positioning the target out of the 
ecliptic plane. 
6. 	 A n  option for starting the trajectory (a) from the Earth's sphere of in­
fluence o r  @) from a circular parking orbit of specified radius. 
7. 	 If option (b) is used, the following has to be supplied: location of launch 
site, pounds of force for two burns used to leave parking orbit, IPS'S, 
final weight desired, weight to be dropped after first burn, time in hours 
to reach the parking orbit from a central ascent angle between a station 
and the burnout point on the parking orbit. 
* 
This Appendix is excerpt from Final Report, "Gravity Assisted Space Probe (GASP)," Pines,  S., 
and Lefton, L., Report No. 68-11, Analytical Mechanics Associates, Inc., (May 1968). 
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. .-. .-... . 
In addition, special output options were provided, as explained below: 
1. 	 For option (a) the integration starts at the Earth's sphere of influence 
in Sun reference and continues until a specified maximum time is 
reached, printing at specified intervals. 
2. 	 For option (b) the program prints the above-mentioned information 
before starting the trajectory. 
In both cases the printouts may be the normal ITEM output; however, under 
special control, this output is in ecliptic coordinates and­
1. 

2. 
3 .  
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 

8. 
9. 
In Earth reference, positions a r e  in kilometers and velocities in 
kilometers per second. 
In Sun reference, positions a r e  in AU and velocities in kilometers per 
second. 
In Jupiter reference, positions a re  in Jupiter radii and velocities a re  
in kilometers per second. 
Spin axis - Sun-line angle in degrees. 
Spin axis - Earth-line angle in degrees. 
Spin axis - Jupiter-line angle in degrees. 
Earth -Vehicle - Sun-line angle in degrees. 
If desired, any number (30 maximum) of radar station observations a re  
printed giving the following: L, M, azimuth, elevation, topocentric right 
ascension, topocentric declination, slant range, and range rate. 
Upon entering the target's sphere of influence the impact plane parame­
ters,  including B * 7 and B i,areprinted. 
B. Method of Solution 
The positions and velocities of the Earth (Re and Re,heliocentric) a r e  found 
for the starting Julian Date p)by looking up an ephemeris. Similarly, the posi­
tions and velocities of the target planet (qand &, heliocentric) a re  found for 
the starting time plus time of flight (T -I-AT). Now Lambert's problem is solved 
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to determine the conic which will  proceed from the Earth to the target in AT days, 
by finding the velocity vector at the Earth. Next, the time spent traveling on th is  
conic from the Earth to the Earth's sphere of influence is found, and a two-body 
solution is used to determine the position and velocity vectors at that point. A 
flow chart for the Lambert option is shown in Figure 11-1. 
Read 
Normal -
Input 
Read Ephemeris to find 
Earth's state vector at 
To and state vector of 
target planet at To + @.T 
I 
Target planet is moved 
out of ecliptic. XECLP 
in kilometers. 
Read in 

Information 

for Thrust Program 

1
I 
Solve Lambert's problem 
to find trajectory between 
Earth and target planet 
and @.Vat Earth. 
Integration 
HT(ter) = ERS/@.V Do two-body to Earth's sphere of influence \ 
L Find position and velocity on 
parking orbit. 
Iterate to find time of launch. 
U s e  thrusting equations at TI 

to find payload, launch azimuth, 

pitch and yaw. 

Set initial conditions in Earth
I reference at T,. I 

Figure 11-1. Flow Chart for Lambert Option 
Under option (a) the main program is entered at this point. For option 
(b), the state vector is switched to Earth reference and we determine the conic 
and the time transpired in traveling to the sphere of influence from a point on a 
parking orbit (TER- T1). Now the launch time (To) is found, such that the vehicle 
can take off from the pad, achieve a parking coast on this orbit to (Tl),the time 
the vehicle leaves the parking orbit to reach the sphere of influence, and have 
the same velocity vector that results from the solution of Lambert's problem. 
Using this time (To),the launch azimuth ($) and the state vector at burnout 
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time (T-) a r e  found and printed. Next a two-body solution is used t o  get fromT! 
to T,, and then the payload weight at TI, yaw, and pitch a re  calculated and 
printed. Now the main program is entered using the state vector at T, as initial 
conditions. 
C. Lambert's Problem Solution 
Given: 
Re,  Re State of Earth at Julian Date 
and 
q,% State of target at Julian Date plus flight time. 
To find Ge+, %-,and 6 vl, where 
Re+ is velocity vector of vehicle at Earth,  
is velocity vector of vehicle at target , 
8 v, is delta v at the Earth,  
AT is the flight t ime ,  
0 6 5 180" 
and 
180" 5 6 5 360" 
For  both solutions, do the following: 
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Solve by Newton's method, 
and 

a. = 0, 
where 
for which, 
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_,I-_ .- .- .. 
Fl(a) = 1 - aF3(a), 
and 
F, ( a )  = 1- a F, (a) . 
E w < 0 on any iteration, let 
ai = - 4 { h [ L +  (L2- l p g }  v 2 ,  
where 
(should occur for q > 0), and continue iterating. 
E ai > 4n2 on any iteration, let 
a.1-1 + 47T2 -a. 	 - 12 
and continue. Iteration is complete when either 
IAa i  I < I 10-15, 
where 
or 
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Now, 
and 
where 
f = 1-- 	w .  
re ' 
Now 
and 
We choose the solution having 6 such that (6vl + 6v2) is a minimum. 
End of Lambert's Problem 
To get to the Earth's sphere of influence, A t  = r ( t e r ) / 6 ~ 1is the time it 
takes to reach the Earth's sphere of influence and r( t e r )  is the radius of the 
Earth's sphere of influence. Now do a two-body solution to get from Re and R: 
to *(ter> a d  R(ter)* 
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For option (b) 
Ro 	 is position of the launch site and a function of to (see Section H of 
ITEM mmual). 
RP ( t  is the position on the parking orbit at burn time. 
rP is I R ~ ( ~ ~ ) I . 
R ( t e r >  	is velocity vector at the sphere of influence of the Earth on the conic, 
from Lambert's problem. 
is 
is 
is 
is 
is 
is 
is 
is 
is 
is 
is 
is 
time of leaving the parking orbit. 

time of burn from launch pad to parking orbit, 

central ascent angle. 

launch azimuth. 

unit east vector. 

unit north vector. 

hourly sidereal rate. 

payload after launch (lb). 

final weight (lb). 

power plant weight (lb). 

fuel weight (lb) . 

w + \VXD + WKF -

P 

is Wp + WK, . 

is second stage power plant (lb). 

is W; + W1D. 

\il is weight flow for cl. 
W, is weight flow for c,. 
c1 
is c for first burnout of parking orbit. 
c, is c for second burnout of parking orbit. 
t ( t e r )  	
is time at Earth's sphere of influence after Lambert's problem 
solution. 
The iteration equation for to is 
- t ,  + nte i- i.+Si-1  
Oi -1 
to, = t - pe /'P a 
Oi -1 w~ (n'd - d'n) 
i -1 
(n2 + d2> 
where 
G, = P2F2(a) 
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r 
a2  h *(1 -$)I G,, 
and 
nsi = - 6 e  + tan-' ­d '  
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Now, 
R i ( t l )  = j -px .,] 
and 
R;(tl) = 
The quantities a re  used as initial conditions for a trajectory starting in Earth 
reference on the parking orbit. Now, 
. 
N 

"1 

+ 
R 
%e 
and 
%e 
-- iiox E, 
t a n-1­= 
i * f i x R o  ' 
The last two equations give the positions and velocities on the parking orbit at 
burnout. 
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Now to find the payload needed after launch, pitch and yaw: 
8 V l  = IR; - R;l , 
w; = w;e (payload necessary), 
w: - w;
-A t ,  	- > 
Wl 
w; - w;
-A t ,  - iv > 
A t  = At, + A t 2  
and 
t,  = t ,  + A t .  
Do a two-body solution from t to t on the conic which takes the vehicle to the 
Earth's sphere of influence. 
S X [x,(t l)  * R(t2)] 
0 2 
A t
T R(t2)  - R ( t l )  + , u e 3So,
S 
and 
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i 
j 
I 

Table 11-1 

Sample Input For Run Starting In Parlung Orbit 

. . .. . . .~ , 
Table 11-1 (Continued) 

APPENDIX 111 
LAUNCH VEHICLE CONSIDERATIONS 

FOR DEVELOPING AN 

OUTER PLANETS EXPLORATION STRATEGY* 

George M. Levin 
Goddard Space Flight Center 
* 
The data presented Me derived from sources that are considered to be sufficiently accurate for 
advanced planning. In no instance should these data be used for detailed mission planning. 
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Introduction 
Indeveloping a strategy for the exploration of the outer planets (Jupiter, 
Saturn, Uranus, Neptune, and Pluto) one must take into consideration a multitude 
of factors. These factors include mission cost, flight time, spacecraft, com­
plexity, science. complement required, and related considerations. One of the 
major considerations is the trade-offs which can be made in the areas of launch 
vehicle cost, launch vehicle payload, and flight time. The purpose of this paper 
is to indicate these trade-offs. 
To begin this analysis, one must first assess the payload capability of the 
various launch vehicles that will be available in  the 1970's. These launch ve­
hicles exhibit certain characteristics which allow them to be categorized as 
small, medium, or  large. These characteristics a r e  cost and payload. Since all 
things a r e  relative, the following definitions shall be applied to the terms small, 
med im,  and large. 
Small Medium Large 
Launch Vehicle Cost Less than 13 M 13 M to 20 M Greater than 20 M 
Class of Payload Less than 700 lb 700 to 1200lb Greater than 1200 lb 
Launch Vehicle Performance 
Figures III-1 and III-2 show the payload weight versus characteristic velocity 
for those launch vehicles which a r e  currently being considered for the 1970's. In 
Figure III-1, the kick stage (or velocity package) shown is the Burner 11 (2336). 
This is a growth version of the present attitude-stabilized Burner I1 configura­
tion. It assumes a larger (2336 pounds) loading of the current Burner 11propel­
lant. 
In Figure III-2, the kick stage shown is the TE-364-4. This is a growth 
version of the spin stabilized TE-364 Thiokol series solid-propellant motors. 
Its characteristics are-
TE 364-4 
Gross  motor weight 2,244 lb 
Weight at "all burn" 129 lb 
Total impulse 602,400 lb/sec 
Specific impulse 287 see 
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10,ooc 
TITAN I l lG  CENTAUR Sll  (2336) 
TITAN l l l X  (1207) CENTAUS 811 (2336) 
TITAN IIIC/BII (2336) d 
100 

40 50 60 70 

Figure 111-1. 1969-73 Possible Launch Vehicle Performance 
with Burner 1 1  (2336) Velocity Package (Ref.  1) 
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Figure I 11-2. 1969-73 Possible Launch Vehicle Performance 

with TE 364-4 Velocity Package (Ref. 1) 
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c 
Recent changes in the nomenclature of t h e  launch vehicles noted in Figures 
111-1 and 111-2 as well as a description of these vehicles are lncluded in Table 111-1. 
Table 111-1 
Launch Vehicle Nomenclature 
Name DescriDtion 
SLV3C 	 Atlas launch vehicle designed for use with Centaur 
upper stage. 
TITAN IIIB or  Basic two-stage Titan core.TITAN llIX 
TITAN IIIC 	 Basic core with two 5-segment, 120-inch solid 
propellant motors as the zero stage and the Titan 
transtage as the th i rd  stage. 
TITAN IIID o r  Basic two-stage Titan core with two 5-segment, 
TITAN IIIX (1205) 120-inch solid propellant motors as the zero stage. 
TITAN IIIX (1207) 	 Improved Titan core with two 7-segment, 120-inch 
solid propellant motors as the  zero stage. 
Note: Care must be exercised whedusing the data presented in Figures III-1 
and 111-2. These data are sufficiently accurate for advanced planning purposes. 
When comparing data presented in Reference 1and similar data from other 
sources, it is not uncommon to detect variations in payload of 1 0  percent for a 
given vehicle at a given characteristic velocity. 
cost 
One of the major factors that influences the overall cost of a project is the 
choice of a launch vehicle. Whether a specific launch vehicle is developed is 
dependent upon establishment of a need for the vehicle. And finally, the cost of 
the launch vehicle is influenced by its use rate. The SLV3C/Centaur and 
Titan IIIC have already been developed and are in use. The Titan IIID/Centaur 
is being developed for the Mariner Mars  1973 Mission. The Titan IIIB/Centaur 
is the same basic vehicle as the Titan IIID/Centaur without the two 5-segment, 
120-inch solid propellant motors. In addition, dropping the solid propellant 
motors may necessitate minor changes in the guidance package. However, the 
important point to note' here is that if the Titan mD/Centaur is developed 
then one can assume that the Titan llIB/Centaur will be developed. The 
Titan lmX(l207)/Centaur development is contingent upon the planned develop­
ment of the Titan mX(l207) vehicle by the Ai r  Force. 
Table 111-TWs the costs of the various launch vehicles that have been 
discussed. These cost data were obtained from the Advanced Programs and 
Technology Division of the Launch Vehicle and Propulsion Programs Office at 
NASA Headquarters. Since the final launch vehicle costs a r e  strongly dependent 
on use rate, these cost data should be considered representative and used for 
comparison only. 
Table III-2 
Cost of Various Launch Vehicles 
Name 
SLVSC/Centaur 

Titan mB/C entaur 

Titan m C  

Titan mD/Centaur 

Titan mX(1207)/Centaur 

cost 
10.0 M 
11.8 M 
17.2 M 
17.4 M 
24.4 M 
The development cost of the TE-364-4 from the existing TE-364-3 has been 
estimated at approximately $1.5 million. Data from the Advanced Programs 
and Technology Division estimates the procurement cost of the TE-364-4 at 
100 K each. Thus, the additional cost of the TE-364-4 velocity package is 
insignificant when compared to the cost of any of the launch vehicles. 
Launch Energy And Flight Time Required 
For Outer Planets Exploration 
Figures 111-3 and ID-4 show the characteristic velocity required for probing 
the outer planets with and without Jupiter swingby, respectively. Figures III-5, 
111-6, and 111-7 a r e  more detailed comparisons of two-planet swingby and direct 
�light to Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune, respectively. Figures 111-3 and III-4 a r e  
from Reference 1,while Figures III-5,III-6, and III-7 a r e  from Reference 2. 
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Figure 111-3. Velocity Required for Bal l is t ic  Probes to Outer Planetary Regions (Ref. 1) 
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Figure 111-5. Two-Planet Swingby and Direct F l ight  t o  Saturn (Ref. 2) 
One of the points to be noted from these figures is that using a Jupiter 
flyby it is possible to reach Saturn in 3 years (1,100 days) with a characteristic 
velocity of 49,200 ft/sec. The flight time to Jupiter is in the order of 550 days 
at this velocity. 
In the case of the Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune missions, the opportunity 
for using a Jupiter swingby occurs only at the frequency of the synodic period 
between Jupiter and the target planet, although these opportunities last for 3 to 
5 years. The opportunity then ends when Jupiter moves ahead of the outer 
planets. Subsequent opportunities for these missions occur in regular cycles 
approximately as shown: 
Jupiter-S aturn 1976-1980 and then 1996-2000 and so  on 
Jupiter-Uranus 1978-1982 and then 1992-1996 and so  on 
Jupiter-Neptune 1978-1982 and then 1991-1995 and so on 
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Figure 111-6. Two-Planet Swingby and Direct Flight to Uranus (Ref. 2) 
Spacecraft 
The Galactic Jupiter Probe has been described as a 600-pound class spin-
stabilized spacecraft with an experiment weight of 50 pounds. This basic space­
craft with minor modifications is capable of performing three types of missions 
(Ref. 2). These are­
1. Jupiter Flyby Mission 
2. Out-of-Ecliptic Mission 
3. Two-Planet (Jupiter-Saturn) Swingby. 
Another vehicle, a 1,000-pound class spin-stabilized spacecraft with an ex­
periment weight of 200 pounds, is capable of performing the same missions as 
the 600-pound Galactic-Jupiter Probe as well as additional outer planetary ex­
ploration missions. The so-called "Outer Planets Explorer (OPE)" can perform 
the following missions: 
1. Jupiter Flyby Mission 
2. Out-of-Ecliptic Mission 
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3. Two-Planet Swingbys 
a. Jupiter-Saturn 
b. Jupiter-Uranus 
c. Jupiter-Neptune 
d. Jupiter-Pluto 
e. Saturn-Uranus 
f. Saturn-Neptune 
g. Saturn-Pluto 
4. Three-Planet Swingby 
a. Jupiter-Uranus -Neptune 
62,000 

58.000 

-

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
a 4 2 , 0 0 0I 
0 
I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
0 4 8 12 16 20 
FLIGHT TIME TO NEPTUNE (YEARS) 
Figure 111-7. Two-Planet Swingby and Direct  Fl ight  to Neptune (Ref. 2) 
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Conclusion 

Data from Reference 2 indicates that the smaller type (600-pound Galactic 
Jupiter Probe) is capable of performing the three so-called first-step missions , 
namely: 
a. the Jupiter Flyby Mission 
b. the Out-of-Ecliptic Mission 
e. the Jupiter-Saturn Swingby 
Furthermore, the data from Reference 1 (Figure III-2) shows that the SLV3C/ 
Centaur/TE-364-4 o r  the Titan IIIB/Centaur/TE-364-4 is capable of providing 
the characteristic velocity required to perform one o r  more of the above three 
missions. The important factor here is that it is possible to combine the smaller, 
lower-cost spacecraft with the smaller, lower-cost launch vehicles and still 
perform a significant outer planetary exploration. 
While the early studies indicate that two-planet missions may be accom­
plished with a 600-pound spacecraft, it is recognized that such a mission would 
be primarily restricted to interplanetary and precursory planetary science. A 
larger class spacecraft must be employed to achieve further desired detailed 
planetary scientific objectives. 
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APPENDIX I V  
A STRATEGY FOR EXPLORATION OF THE OUTER PLANETS 
"But it is clear that, for the second decade in space, our previous 
experience and success permit us to concentrate more heavily on the 
goals of space exploration rather than its uncertainties and difficul­
ties. Furthermore, as we develop programs of space exploration, 
their interest and value to the nation can be greatly enhanced by 
planning the programs to maximize their scientific return." * 
One strategy for obtaining scientific information covered in this report 
would employ the Grand Tour Mission. The Grand Tour Mission when described 
as a sequential flyby of four planets is very restricted in terms of launch op­
portunities and is very demanding on spacecraft subsystems requirements, 
particularly guidance. Another strategy for obtaining the desired scientific in­
formation would employ two-planet swinghy missions a s  described in this report. 
These missions provide frequent launch opportunities while not being too 
demanding on spacecraft systems. An elaboration of this strategy has been 
discussed among advanced mission planners and management personnel a t  
Goddard Space Flight Center and is shown in simplified form in Table IV-1 
without including TumE-ng requirements. W. G. Stroud has summarized this 
strategy by stating: 
"This is a program, in contrast to a project, consisting of six to 
eight flights of a basic spacecraft carrying scientific instruments for 
both interplanetary measurements and the outer planets and their en­
vironments. This spacecraft is to be small a s  possible and a s  inex­
pensive as possible, consistent with the scientific and technological 
requirements. A spin-stabilized spacecraft, a growth version of the 
Galactic Probe and the Galactic Jupiter Probe previously proposed, 
with a despun platform for planetary imagery is planned. (This growth 
version can be considered a s  the OPE. Ed.) 
"A basic element of this approach is that the very long flight 
times, upwards of 8 years, require a high order of redundancy in 
the scientific payload, and therefore a sizeable fraction of the space­
craft weight assigned to that payload." ' 
""The Space Program in the Post  Apollo Period," a Report of the President's Science Advisory 
Committee, Feb. 1967, p. 8. 
hnternal memorandum by W. C. Stroud, dated Feb. 24, 1969, Subject: Guidance on the Strategy for 
Exploration of Outer Planets. 
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Table IV-1 
Simplified Presentation of a Strategy for 
Exploration of the Outer Planets 
No. and 
Year No. of Weight 
Launched Mission Prototype of Flight Spacecraft Spacecraft 
(lb) 
75 I J O / E  I -
1 (750) 
1 (750) 
76 I - I - -
77 1 J-S I Mod.* 1 (1000) 
77 J-P Mod. 1 (1000) 
.___ ­
78 J-S - 1 (1000) 
78 J-P - 1 (1000) 
79 J-U Mod. 	 1 (1000) 
1 (1000) 
TOTALS 8 
Weight of 
Scientific 
hstruments 
(lb) 
100 
100 
200 
200 
200 
______ 
200 
200 
200 
Estimated 
Operational 
Lifetime of 
Spacecraft 
(Yr)  
2 1/2 - 3 
2 1/2 - 5 
2 1/2 - 3 
7 - 8  
2 1/2 - 3 
7 - 8  
4 - 5  
7 - 8  ' , 
*Mod. -An existing prototype spacecraft modified to reflect pertinent changes. 
Mission Code: 	 J -
JO/E  = 
J - S  = 
J - P  = 
J - U  = 
J - N  = 
to Jupiter and beyond 
to Jupiter, thence out of ecliptic plane 
to Jupiter, thence to Saturn 
(and beyond or  impact) 
to Jupiter, thence to Saturn 
(and beyond o r  impact) 
to Jupiter, thence to Uranus 
(and beyond o r  impact) 
to Jupiter, thence to Neptune 
(and beyond o r  impact) 
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